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Arts Commission Grant Keeps
Dance Festival at Conn. Alive

By Nancy Neidltz
Push did not come to shove
between the American Dance
Festival and Connecticut College.
The financial controversy involving the College's $15,000
deficit for housing the six week
festival
has
finally
been
remedied alter several months of
negotiations. This summer the
festival will return for its 30th
season of classes and performances.
The College and Festival,
encouraged by a $7500 grant
given by the Connecticut Commission on the Arts, reached an
agreement last week. $5250 was
pledged by the festival, $1500
from the Southeastern
Connecticut Chamber of Commerce
and $750 from an anonymous

oonor,
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Dancer limbers up at the bar

Parking Appeals Cmtte.
Initiates Changes
In order to alleviate what the
Parking Appeals Committee
perceived as a deteriorating
parking system. it has beefed up
its rules and regulations, and the
enforcement
of these, All
changes are a result of repeated
meetings held by the committee
last semester. The smart student
will pay heed to these changes.
The Parking Appeals Committee is made up ri students,
faculty, and members of the
administration.
Tbey
are
charged with designing the rules
and procedures
needed to
regulate traffic and parking on
campus. This of c?","s~ includes
registration fees, ticketing, fines,
and towing of cars.
Some ri. the "new" rules are
really modifications of old ones.
For example, spaces reserved
exclusively for staff and for
students
have
been reapportioned. Such reallocations
were made in accordance WIth
tile view that parking for college
employes, including faculty and
allier staff, was of critical unportance,
and that students
parking was secondary - more
of a privilege than a right
The committee tried, however,
after reserving enough parking
spaces for the staff, to allow all
other paved areas feasible and
safe for parking to be used by
siudents.
The special reserv ations for
staff as opposed to students will
be enforced Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. exclusively. It is intended that all

employes'
cars
be
accommodated during normal class
hours and that during such time
traffic burdens in the congested
Fanning area be eased.
Another modification is that
warnnings in lieu of tickets will
no longer always be issued to first
eifenders. Previously students
committing
offenses
were
allowed two written warnings
before being ticketed. First offenders may now be ticketed "off
the bat" at the discretion of
security
officers
patrolling
parking areas.
The charge for the. e tickets,
however, has been reduced from
five to three dollars.
Owners of cars ticketed for the
specific offense of parking an
unregistered, undecaled car on
campus have more cause for
concern. The committee has
instituted expensive penalties
aimed at such offenders.
Cars ticketed repeatedly for
want of a parking decal will be
towed eif campus by a private
contractor hired by the school.
The contractor,
fortunately
. located nearby, will charge a
recovery fee in excess of twenty
dOllars, before he will yield the
towed car.
In addition, the school will levy
a fine of 25 dollars· on the offender.
If for example, a student
ac~ulated
five parking tickets
(for lack ei a parking decal) and
ronsequently had his car towed,
he would owe the tower at least
$20. and the school $15 for the
tickets, $25 for the fine, and $25

Festival Director, Charles L.
Reinhart,
and
Connecticut
College President, Oakes Ames,
expressed appreciation to the
Arts Commission and to the
Chatnber

(i ComInerc.e. "We are

extremely grateful {OlO the support we received from botb the

state and regional business
community,"
said Ames and
Reinhart.
Festival Administrator.

Marv

Jane Ingram, was thankful to the
state
of Connecticut
for
facilitating
the
agreement
for the (upper campus) parking
decal he originally neglected to
buy. All told, 85 dollars,
minimum.
Faculty, as well as students,
are subject to these penalties.
The committee emphasizes
that these severe regulations are
to the advantag e of the conscientious
c ar -o w n e r s .
Unregistered cars occupy spots
continued on page five

Kick Your Butts
By NANCY SINGER
Dr. Frederick R. Mckeehan,
director of Student Health Ser·
vices at Conn. College has offered
to pay $10 to any student who 18
able to stop smoking. Actually,
this $10 is a Hmoney back"
guarantee.
The newly initiated "kick yoor
butts" prolUam at Conn. Collcge
is an effort by the Student Health
-gervice to aid those students who
wish to stop smoking. The
program is s~ sessions in an
eight week penod.
.
Uron enrollin2 in the "kick
your butts" program, the student
is obliged to pay $10. Each time
the student attends a session, he
will be refwvjed a portion of his
money, the refund being the
incentive for the student to
continue with the program.
Mckeehan stressed the im·
portance of the sessions to be
group
interaction
and
continned on page five'

thereby avoiding a situation
where summer plans would have
been rushed and chaotic.
As the Festival stands, there is
a lot of work to be done for the
summer. Optimistically,
Ms.
Ingram explained, "The Festival
now has time to schedule events
which will be better than ever due
to the host ei great performers
and teachers.
The current season offers all
types of dance ranging from
Classical Ballet to East Indian
Dance. The line up ei teachers
include Mel Wong.. Denise Jefferson, and Ralph Farrington
currently a visiting instructor at
the College.
Ms. Ingram
denied
any
negative relations between the
Festival and College and explained that, "both organizations
are trying to sit down and look at
each organization vis-a-vis the
arts."
She also said that the article in
the New York 'rimes \ast summer

was mialeadin@. 'bec:auae it accuaed the F~va\
ot 'be\u¥.
dia'P\eased with the ta.c\U\\.ea at

Conn. Ms. Ingram
the only problem

claimed that
between the

school and FesUval

were related

to scheduling.
":lbe talk about relocating in
Newport was also false be~use
Conn is a perfect
Joeatton.

Newport was meant to be an
extension of New London, not a
replacement. Newport does not
have the facilities lor ADF," she
said.
Costs for attending the Festival
will be slightly higher than in
previous years, but the increase
is relative to inflation and not to
the present controversey. For
those in need of financial aid
there are limited alottments
within the Festival's and the
Colleges budget.
Now that the bulk of financial
problems are resolved and Conn
and the Festival are certain of
their summer plans, the question
ei whether this is a permanent
relationship still remains.
To alleviate some of these
difficulties Anthony S. Keller,
Executive Director of the Arts
Conunission, has specified that
the grant will cover a detailed
study on a number ei Q.lJestions
involving the future coUaberation
\let-ween the

t"NO

",artie&.. \\o'«h

ms\itut.\om\ "nw4e q.~

\0 ~

pwt in \be ~"J.

Thus the problem is solved and
the Dance Festival will reunite
CoDIJecticut College for B
which Ms. Ingram said
will be "a celebration summer
with

season

with more great" perfonnances
than ever."

TeHennepe Hands Juniors
Over To D.].
will now being all problems and
by Nancy Rockett
questions across the hall to Dean
The first annual "Changing of
Johnson in F202.
the Guard" w"l' held by Deans
A collection of class remarks
TeHennepe and Johnson on
and other symbolic artifacts
Monday afternoon. January 31, in
'were presented to Dean Johnson.
Cro Mail) Lounge.
The articies
inciuded
the
The purpose of the event was to
"Juniors" desk sign, a box of
transfer all records of the Jumor
Kleenex, the class mascot (an
class to Dean Johnson so that the
ape on a string), handcuffs, a pile
class of '78 will have an extra
ei green slips acting as current
semester to get into a semor
records, and the class skeletoo.
"state of mind."
The ritual began with the
guests partaking in the wine and
cheese intended
for. aft~rceremony socializing! WIth live
ragtime music playmg in the
hackgraund.
Dean Johnson initiated the
ritual by explaining that rather
!hon puttinll off the shock of
G.R.E's, resumes and other
graduation plans, .iuni~rs may
now bezin WOlTYlIlIl m their
second semester.
The trans'ference of records is meant to
speed up tbe senior process.
Next,
the
Junior
class
president,
Anne
Frank~l,
presented Dean TeHene~ WIth
o
a stuffed animal clothed m the
o
"class of '78" as a td<en ei apa
preciation on behalf of the c1as"..
<
Dean TeHennepe explained
o
that the ritual is literally a turt
!.
ning point for junion. In the
future, instead of turnin~ left on
D.J. goes ape over Jr. class
the second fioor of FlIlUllI1l!,they

..'"
..
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Creativity By
Minority Rule
The Connecticut College Literary Journal, after a two
semester decampment, Is scheduled to reappear this
spring In a format that will "shake people up when It
comes out." So says Walter Palmer, editor-In-chlef and
establisher of the Journal. He holds that this ussue will
be greatly changed from the previous and only Literary
Journal published In the SprIng of 1976.
Before the conception of the Journal, C.C. had an annual Literary MagazIne much different in style: the first
Journal was visibly more professlonaI, having thelormat of a trade literary magazine. Yet the Issue last
Spring showed a lack of vitality and scope.
Palmer says the format of this next Issue will have
some controversial alterations. It wili have two sections; 1J a thematic section which will be primarily
satirical and humorous, and 2) a section that wlli be
primarily comprised of community selections. He hopes
to include graphic work and photography If financially
possible.
\n\\\ally the Journal was to be circulated three times a
year and granted. though the Creative Writing depart-

ment has only two professors, there stili remains the
fact that there are enoughwriters on campus to fill three
or more Issues a year.
Palmer contends that "Because of the problems with
the printers, there have been vague speculations about
why the magazine has not been printed. By saying that
the journal was not published for legitimate reasons of
cost only raises more questions than there are answers
SO I would rather that the Spring Issue speak for Itself."
The reasons for the Journal's vanishing act has been
- the printing situation. Last year, It was printed by the
Eastern Press, who printed 500caples (their minimum
printing requirement) for a total of $650.The Press then
Ointinued to send an additional 300 copies at minimal
cost. Sinceapproximately 300copies of the Journal were
sold at 50 cents apiece, Palmer concluded that this
method was Inefflclent and chose to find publishers that
would print a smaller quantity of issues.
He says that about 250Issueswould be better because
he couldn't see "paying more money for issues not to be
sold.' Until now he has had no reasonable offers and
Instead of "radically compromising the quality of the
journal," he chose not to have it published.
Early this semester, Jim Stevenson. a sophomore at
Conn., proposed to organize a monthly student literary
newspaper, that would be "a dynamic college paper
which would be accessible to the inspired freshman as
weli as the experienced English major:' Because this
paper would be done regularly on newsprint, more
student work could be circulated around campus and
this in turn could stimulate more writers-to venture into
print.
Since it Is not financlaliy feaSible to print both the
Journal and the Literary Newspaper, it was suggested
thatthe Newspaper be inserted into the Journal. Though
this is considered a compromise, It would ensure a wider
range in the quantity and styles of writing tha n are
offered now. Those Interested in helping to form such a
newspaper should contact Stevenson (Park, Box 1254).
As for the Journal. finally the printing enterprise
seems to be under control and we can expect to see an
issue this semester. Tonight, Thursday, there will be an
open meeting for students to come and contribute to the

work Ings of the JournaI.
There are editorial positions open and with enough
turnout, the Journal can once again become an
operating force at Conn. The magazine has a responsibility to the college community to be out every
semester (If not more offen), and with the power of more
brains working to one end hopefully we will not go
another year without a journa I.

COpy EDITOR
CO-FINE ARTS ED.
IILJSINk:SSEDITOR
WRITERS
meeting TONITE (thurs)

7:00

2nd floor office-era

YOUR HELP!

Plea To The Masses
This Monday'S transfer of records from Dean.
TeHennepeto Dean Johnson was not the only changing
of the guard to occur this semester. Pundit also has gone
through an almost complete turnover of its editorial
board.
We are both painfully and annoyingly aware of our
reputation as being unreliable and unthorough; this has
got to change. Pundit would like to be the kind of paper
that provokes both emotional and intellectual expressions from the college community, but we cannot do
this alone. In short we need your help; Pundit is tired of
'listening to complaints and beliyachlng - now we are
asking for action.
There are dozens of untapped sources of talent and
writers on this campus who for too long have remained
In their closets. Stepout and join us In producing a paper
that will be both informative and entertaining. Working
on Pundit, whether you deal with content or production,
is not only valuable in .thepresent, but it can be an asset
"In the future job market.
The old adage that the people get what they deserve is
truer than this campus realizes. Pundit feels this
campus may not be willing to give more. The proof Is up
to you.
Dante wrote that the hottest places in hell are
reserved for those who in time of great moral crises
maintain their neutrality. Although we are not now in
the midst of anything as traumatic as a moral crisis,
Pundit still doesnot intend to burn in hell. Canyou make
that same commitment?
'-

�,.---~-...-------------Be A Housefellow And
·ED
See The World
,

• ..-:

•

College Photographer Ted Hendrickson

Photography:

Ever since Nicephore Niepce
first successfully made an image
of the world through the actions
Ii light and chemistry alone in
1826, photography has been a
subject of differing opinion,
Sir John Herschel; who gave us
the term 'photography',
exclaimed, "It's a miracle''', when
he first saw the wonder Ii nature
imaging herself with absolute
fidelity. We do not have to look
far pastits invention, however, to
see the shining miracle tarnish
somewhat under disputes over
patents, discovery claims and
publication rights.
A far more lasting and controversial area of contention has
been the idea of photography as a
fine art. It would be impossible
for me to trace the history of this
debate with any thoroughness
here, but readers may refer to
BealL"IlOntNewhall's History of
Phologrsphy From 1839 to the
Present Day for an excellent
review of the question.
In America, it was perhaps the
efforts of Alfred Steiglitz at the
end of the nineteenth
and
beginning of the twentieth century that finally brought the
conviction that photography
could be true to itself as a graphic
medium and still concern itself
with the issues of art. This idea
steadily gained momentum until
the virtual explosion of activity in
art photography during the last
decade. The attention afforded
photography by all segments of
the' art world' today is hard to
miss
and
resubstantiates
Steiglitz's faith, '
Colleges and Universities are
adding photography to their art

,'-

by Kevin Thompson
"Be a HousefeDow, See the
World!"
Notices have appeared allover
"":"'plll, once again, alerting the
faithful that it's that time of year.
"What time of year?" you ask;
betraymg your innocence: you're
only a junior transfer, afl:er all
from Proctor-Silex University U;
the Mid-west, where you dabbled
in journalism and paid to have
your hair streaked.
What time of year? Words
cannot describe, nor verse do
justice; it's when the scramble
starts, secretly. People who knew
not
the
color
of
their
Housefellow's eyes' folks
h
couldn't tell Marg Watson f;;'~
Oakes Ames; all of these, all now
smile happy "Howdy dos" and
use Q-tips,
"Be a Housefellow." That's the
never-failing
signal that the
distribution of largesse is in the
cards again. Think abont it; how
many Housefellows can you think
"'U of that could've gotten elected?
5' How many do you suppose could
e get re-elected? Actuall what
0' we're talking about is Co~'s
one
< fraternity'
very exclusive and
~ seleel, in'deed! Admittance by
~ secret ballot only, just like one of
_ those swank London gentleman's
clubs you read about sometimes'
I'm surprised they don't have";'
oHlelaltle.
,

.

A 'Legitimate Art
by Ted HendricllsoD

,_

curricula in an effort to meet
student interest and challenge
the~ to exercise their pe,rceptlons and set them down in a
medium
that
is
both
democratically
within nlost
people's technical ability' and
elusiveiycomplex in its structure
of meaning.
Photography derives its expressive potential from the very
properties
formerly used -to
detract from the possibilities of
artistic use. The instrwnentality
of the camera, the selective
process of visualizing, the con-'
nections of time and place to the
photographic
image are all
concepts to be used to advantage
by the photographic artist in his
search for personal elljlression
through camera work.
The question for Connecticut
College is not so much if
photogrsphy should be taught,
but what
should
be the
relationship of this insuuction to J.
the Art Department. The present
status of photography here is as a
CQllege Course, offering one
section per semester,
It would seem that integrsting
it within the structure of the Art
Department would provide for
superior coordination of efforts
between photography and other
media, a legitimization of the
course in tenns of art credit for
art involvement and a sense of a
more complete ;"lation between
the art program of the college
and the activities of the art world
itself, into which the college will
be graduating both participating
and observing individuals, It is
grstifying that the Art Department has recognized this and
plans to discuss the possibilities
in the near future,

We
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sev~~ ;.maIler gaggles, the end all serve as sources of inUlgmo,:" groups and 1... fonnalion; and that's not even
theads to count ':" each: Eac~ of considering
friends
of
.;:
':.~.sOCI8~ho Wl:ula .like- H~usefellows and friends of
in
.
IOn 0
p
s, all friends and general rwnor, In my
~i~~e Ul::' bo:;: long session in ezperience, they know a lot; but
as
esc can date tries to say they get all the associations be. many noble things as he can tween the facts wrong,
either think of or has learned
Anywsy, wherever the items
previously, The Housefellows nod may come from, the point is that
their heads and look concerned, they're there, on the Night of
some ventur'!'g n~w and again to Surprises; right there when the
POUlta question like a gun. Each seals are broken and the nilly
candidate endure~ these revels
folder with your name on it is
~'7tce, the participants are all read. The first reading alone sees
but e:ent lhe b~lcon~htlIDearound many, if not most, of the
Th
pay I IS e same.
aspirants down in flames like Jap
en! generally when it's least Zeros.
con~ement, the aspiring Fellow
Then the fun starts. Everyone
me s a present Fellow .for an there, of course, is a patron with
hour long tete-a-tete. TIlls con- a list of clients whose names he's
eludes the Side-show; and now pushing. It all depends on who
::otima shows us the High.er c.an get the most support for his
(t ystenes: ~IS IS It; an m- !lst; It'S a lot like plea
th ,e Dean of student bargaining, really, and therein
ervtew Wl.
Whatever-lSn t-~cadeJnl~s
her- lies the proof (if any were
-self. One considers life, and needed) that the image of the
muses on tne, Ial1U1~s. or oU': ~ - "smoke fill~d room" is every bit
eers and one s self, in the. m- as All-Amencan as apple pie. We
erview you talk about smling. all know what goes on in them'
The latter portl~n of the it's part of our cultural heritag~,
process IS far more mteresting;
Eventually, the letters go out
~e nocturnal caucusing at the on little cat feet; the post office
r':~~ont
of Campus Safety. looks like Candid Camera renm.
ears' are served, for mouth and as people troop In, open their
.. ~ aU the devoted paladins envelopes and lose control of
)Omm\\apoollngtheir findings Into their faces. But for the body
man to\<lera
....hll:h are read In po\ltie.Ibe \*>tie w\lo na.e to
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the seJectwn process, about you as you chanted HousefeUowstor 1977-78. .,
though 10 the hands of a few, is
'
equitable; that it is responsible,
though secret; that it inevitably
places dormitories in the best
hands possible.
"
An article of this sort is very
vulnerable, of course. I applied to
be a Housefellow, and I am not
one. Many people will say that
that elljllainsit, that this is Bitter
Grapes again. Many people,
though, are simple; many others
are dead, So whal? I am not dead
'andI am not a Housefellow, but I
am curious.
I am curious about the process
that puts this sweet and statussmeared position into certai'n
hands as opposed to certain
others. A look at the structure of
the process may help us fathom
it; again it may not: it all
de~ds
on how much of it is
the to meet the eye.
. ere are tW? parties to the
chOice; there IS the relgDUlg
Board of Housefellows and there
is Marg ..Which of the parties. has
more weight Ulthefinal deCISion?
e
is alway. a surprise,
measured cadences to the tune of
; Co',lveniently, the process itself
"Let Us All Shoulder
Our usually a shock. Certainly, exfalls mto two sections; much like.
Responsibilities
And Dwell cellent Housefellows emerge
a piece of Harris refectory garlic
each year; people whose doon
Together.
"
bread falls into two (or more)
It's not what!s in the folder that are open to people they like and to
sections at a touch, not cnmchy
they
don't
like;
C01IDts; it's whatever's in the people
as the baker perhaps D81vely
heads that do the counting. Now HouseleDows who indeed manage
supposed it :would be, but limp
you get it. Ever cross swords with to serve as focal points for their
and. pastellke.
The. process
any of those folks, ever? Think donns, who keep peace in their
consistS of what we nught label
they'll forget about that as house. K.B. and Branford, for
the "Investigative Period" and
they're deciding whether to give example, are fortunate dorms I
; the "Night of Surprises." The
the job to you or to their this year. Not every dorm is so
. first of these halves is subdivided
fortl8Iate, however; nor is there
girlfriend? Not just that, either;
yet agam, as LeVl-strauss insistS you know what they say about any recourse for you if your
it must be, into two ~?re
HousefeDow turns out to be
you.know-who
knowing
elementary partlcles: the In- everything about everyone, It Typhoid Mary or Altila the Hun.
'vestigation by the HousefeDows"
The point is not, however,
isn't strielly true, of course, hut
and
a corresponding
inwhether
the present system
there is some substance to the
,vestigation by Miss Watson.
worl<s. The lIlint is the way it
rwnOf.
' The reigning Housefellows
cont1DDed 011' pqe leD
HousefeUowa, maids, janitors:
divide themselves miotically into
well,

,
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Overstretching The Bounds
screen for any signs of trouble. vould only be used bY half of the
Then be removed bis binoculars drivers. The result of this conThe cily: New London
around his neck, fusion was a request for more
o
The story you are about to read from the
IL
the north window security guards, for the purpose
deals witb mature tbemes.
jllId ::,ove':tooted the Complex, . of enforcing parking regulations.
UI
Reader discretion is advised. The wbic ov~
ell
f elQlOrience" Also, a new hard line tow truck
c(
names have been cbanged to 1mowmg ron: ~~
policy was announced, because of
lL
I""otecl my Pontiac.
wh:~'Umsth~
Source smiled.
the escalating'
number
of
And wel'he should. In only a lawbreakers'
who parked in
8:46 a.m, A cbill wind wbisUed
....
year ;be had transformed a. small fac~ty spaces on weekends. .
througb tbe city! driving the I.CY tiberal arts college into a bill city
Urbanization was now well Ul
rsin with fierce Intensity. A glint
>metropolis. And along with it, the gear. And, the ~ource was wellm
lII:
ol sun filtered through tbe grey
c(
control In Fetruary of 1977, he
sky suggesting lillie relief from former handful of geriatric
;:)
addicts
known
as played his trump card.
the' cold snap whicb gripped tbe Geritol
lII:
uPinki "were replaced by q
Sources in the Goyemment
lD
region. A few wearY pedestrians,
cracke~ack police unit of over Department link security to the
UI
already
late,
trudged
onward
IL
150 with a new beadquarters in' a famous Valentine's Day Heat
with unnerving determmallon.
~ive
underground complex Riot, when an anonym~us
Eacb was an isolated unit,
bomber destroyed the entire
,.:
concerned with the few feet of known as COLOSSUS.
Indeed,
the
Source
bad
mucb
to
heating
system of the Complex
pavement in front, and maybe
is
z
thougbts of transferring to U. of be proud ol. His methods were during a prolonged cold snap.
;:)
quite simple but diabolically Enraged
students,
wearmg
Miami.
lL
Yet these unfortunate citizens effective. The cbanges began nothing but bathrobes and wool
were ~ot entirely alone in their immediately after his arrival at socks, then to.. over President
f.l
treacberous plight. Indeed, a pair the former Conn. College, sin~~ Ames's office for a week .until
repairs were made. 'I'his incident
ol eyes watched over them, as renamed Des Moines East. His
£LEVATOR
SAFETY
was cited as the main reason
well as over tbe entire city. Ii!" . first move was to declare thattbe
code name - the Source. His campus would be "open," that is, that a security guard was not
molto - "You bave a friend in anyone could enter uncbecked at stationed on every floor, as well
any hour. Next, a request to in- as in every furnace room.
.
the Tower."
In order to accommodate tbis
High above the turgid city, crease the number of security
from within the .recenUy can- guards soon followed, to keep growing police force, the central
structedguard tower, an ominous track Of the locals who were said headquarters, COLOSSUS, was
to running
around
campus
built, but very liltle is known
presence scanned tbe radar
"Hterally unched<ed."
about it. No one is allowed past
Once tbe crime element was the main desk without security
establisbed, the next phase was clearance. The only clues are the
ID create traffic problems. An original blueprints.
order was issued to paint all
Meanwhile, back in the tower,
parking spaces on the other side. the Source found nothing par.
ol the streets, but not to remove
ticularly
interesting
in his
the old lines. A week later, favorite
windows. Actually,
will try to remain as open as is greater
detail
about
this Physical Plant was told to despite this empire, he really
by Dave Q-uthers
possible for a President to be. 1 establishment, but the only thing repaint the original lines, and to <lidn't bave a bell of alot at do.
People have already played to
think tbatthe walk home shows that I will tell you·now is that the randomly
distribute
signs
l:~ver since all locks had been
death the Carler Inauguration,
that. That same walk also shows Roy;U offers the best breakfasts marked Faculty Spaces. Also. removed from the rooms as part
and it would seem to the 'reader . that, indeed, the President, if he for miles around, and is staffed . traffic signs were posted, with of an expanded "open campus"
that nothing more should be said
really wants, can be available to bY a fascinating group of women the full knowledge that they
conlio~d on page ten
lII:

by Willer Palmer
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tAouthfu\ of Peanuts

about it. The politicaipundils

and

:~t~~~~r P~~~~e~iZa[b~~ b~~~
ministration the one with "A New
- Spirit." That's very nice, and I
suppose
that it is. Although
people are already bored with
talk of the President's precedent
selling walk bome from the
Capitol, it was a fresh start;
something that took the country
by the throat and sbook into it1he
fact that things are going to be
different. There &'e no more
chauffeurs
for the staff (Jody
Powell1nd< a $4.00 cab ride to
work, and tuld to embarrass
limself by having the cab driver
1ft bim off at the gate, instead of
·iaking him up to the door. This
was done because the guards on
cmty bad no idea who this blond...
IBired young man with the twang
in his voice was). When the
President arrived at the en
muse Ctl'emony swearing in the
new cabinet,tbe Marine Band sat
cDetI,y, lrumpela in lap, leaving
"wnes
and Flouriabes" to be
....
memolY for the old
bands that bave worked at 1600
Pl!msylvania for a while. When
that same cabinet met for the
first lime, all bands around that
grealertablecaDed eacb other by
their first names, save the man
that all addressed
as >OMr.
President.'; That says something
in ilaelf, that it's not going to be
totally informal around the White
House; that the man who wears
tbe Levis and goes barefoot
upstairs will be quite different
from the man who sits at the desk
in the Oval Office that was once
used by John Kennedy.
Carter does promise that he

meet the people at an unexpected
:'~t~:
~~e~b~~\~':,:,e~
advance, but no one else did.
Therein lies the secret. Go out to
lunch "?th the people, m~t th~m
for a Big Mac and a plastiC nulk
shake, but don't put it in the
papers that "at 12:15 tbis af·'
lernoon, the President of the
United Slates will allempt to
consume a Whopper with pickles
and lettuce held; meeting the
people at Washington's finest
Burger King; at the corner of
New Hampabire Avenue and D
Street, N.W. Be there for the
festivities!" If that's the case.
tflere will beatleast three creti~s
there complete with an arsenelof
.357 magnums, Saturday Night
Specials, and amateur nuclear
weajJons, making Travis Bickle
look tame by comparison, mid
giving the Secret Service gO!'Uemen
severe
and
nasty
headacbes and excellent cases
for peptic ulcers.
When the President makes
trips around the COtlltry, this
idea could also be employed, but I
would be the first to steer him
clear of some of New London's
more interesting watering holes,
such as Lamperelli's (if, in fact,
it was still operating); that is, of
course, if the President ever
decided to come back to the area
that be once called home. Of
course, in bis day, Larnperelli's
was the hot spot in town. I would
suggest that, if the President
really is inlerestedin meeting the
folk of New Londnn, he could do
no better than to go for breakfast
at the Royal Dinner on Br?ad
Sl"eet. Someday, I shall go Into

that

could

certainly

~~~:::rng

set

that """"""""""
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'" '"

"''''''it "'A""""

"''' '""" ,Ht" ,Ht**_

NA TtON AL 0 BSER VER
A me ric., a SlY .lIS ta k e

Ct':,":~rw:str~~~~~ri~,~
Uiem; after all, that's wby he s
.
doing this whole thing, isn't it?
71K·
More on the Royal at a later date,
though.
/
One of the more interesting
By NOAH SORKIN
surrounding the war in southeast
ideas that the Presidents has had
One of the major campaign Asia, but perhaps we are still
is calling people on Sundays, just issues of the 1976 Presidential lacking in material relating the
to see what's going on.
race was that of pardoning the fact that the United States in"Hi John Smith? This is Viet Nam draft evaders. Only volved itself in a senseless
Jim~y
Carter calling. Just hours
after
assuming
tbe struggle. Spurred on by ihe "best
wanted to see what you were Presidency
Jimmy
Carter and the brightest" mentality of
doing to speod your Sunday af- pardoned many ofihe young men men like John Kennedy, Lyndon
lernoon."
who had been entangled in the
Johnson, Robert McNamara, and
."WeD, Mr. President, I was judicial·political snare of draft
many more top level government
just watching the football game. I evasion.
officials, the United States forced
hope that you've been calling
The executive order covered
its citizens to participate in an
other people, Mr. President, so more than 12,500 men. Of this
illogical
and cruel
power
that you wouldn't see this rude group, 10,000men were already
spectacle. I swear, the reason convicted, 2,500 are still under struggle. Tbis nation now owes it
thattbe refs call so many tim... indictment, and hundreds more to these same citizens to officially
rectify the Viet Nam fiasco.
outs is so that this fink John never registered for the draft.
It is certainly disheartening to
Madden can' slip them another According to one report, "more
five bucks. Raiders - they're than 2000 who ned aboard will hear the vicious nonsense being
direcied towards the President's
just like filthy breeding Huns, now be free to return home."
pardon
by such war.glorifying
sweeping across the Rhine during
Writes
Time
magazine,
the winter season, pi1laging those "Carter's pardon was carefully groups as The American Legion
gsllant Patriots until the refs, liJpited. He excluded those few and the Veterans of Foreign
pockets bulging witlj Al Davis' draft dodgers who had used Wars. They claim that a pardon
money, stop the game and call 'force and violence' to slay out of of the draft evaders is "an affront
another roughing the passer." uniform. More important, be did to American lighting men." What
Actually, the conversations
not forgive the 4,500still at large, they so typically fail to realize is
could probably get a wee bit or the 88,700 wbo received less that there can be no honor in war
beller than that. Buttbe idea is a that honorable discharges for especially the sort of sick con:
frontation that occurred in Viet
good one. Let the President go to deserting or going AWOL.
lunch, even at Sans Soud, for
President Carler's action is Nam for no reason other than the
ignorance and blindness of our
starters, unless Art Buchwald only the first step in a badly leaders.
refused him entrance, and call needed program
of blanket
President Carter must show
people on the telephone. Keep the pardon for all draft evaders: a
the people of Ibis nation and the
personal
touch
open, Mr. program which this country owes
rest of the world that the United
President,
or Jimmy,
or to all the young men effected
Slates recognizes the terrible
whatever. We, the people, need to through one of its greatest
mistake it made. This governknow that you're still there, and mistakes _ the Viet Nam War.
ment must rehabilitate the draft
that you're tlil!.P.DJi,o£us. ,w .,!\IU~h has been 'writterr 'conevaders, and in doing so, pardon
More later.
cernmg the horror and tragedy itself.
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tsowllng auey TranSfOrmed into dance studio

Alley To Ailey
by Nlua Sadowsky
OvertherecentJanuarybrealt,
the bowling alleys in the CozierWilliams student center were
removed and the space was
converted into a d~ce studio.
According to COnnie Sokalsky,
Cro's director, the bowling alleys

using the newly renovated dance
studio as a game room.
Ms. Sokalsky sees the game
room as being more lavish than
the present game facilities, and
hopes to have the pool tables, pinball machines
and vending
machines all located there, as

were "dead, wasted space" and well as tables for cards or
the conversion of the alleys to a
dance studio is an adequate,
although temporary, solution to
the problem concerning lack of
space in Cro.
The long range plan, as
outllned by Connie Sokalsky,
would be more beneficial to all
parties concerned
This plan
includes the dance department's
~ove to a renovated Palmer
Library, and the space presently
used by the dance department to

backgammon. She also hopes to
bave the archery range converted to an extra meeting room
in
Crozier-Williams
with
perhaps additional use' for the
room as a classroom during the
day.
The actual renovation of the
bowling alley as a dance studio
involved the removal ofthe lanes,
the disposal of the equipment,
and the laying Ii a new floor.
Also the doors had to be changed'

be used as an auxiliary gym.

tiUtematives in ceo, as
proposed in this plan, are 811

as they were not fire doors.
Ms. Sokalsky hopes to bave the
final long, range
plan
tOT

extension Ii the Cro Bar to include the present pool room, and

renovations in Croziel'-WiUiams
completed by the fall of 197~.

Other

Beats Job Huntint!
by Jessie Dorin
Last year's recipients, Ken
For those students who won't Crerar and. Scott Vokey, defined
be traveling through Europe' or their internships as "rewarding
sailing the Caribbean, summer's and educational experiences,"
approach brings the tiresome and
The LWV is a volunteer
often frustrating ordeal of job organization. Their involvement.
hunting.
·runs the gamut
from ~nHowever if one is a Conn.· vir onmental
issues
to m~
College ju:Uor, the Connecticut ternational relations. "If you
League of Women Voters (LWVl have the initiative, you can work
offers a unique summer op- on anything," stated Ken.
portunity.
.
The Morrisson
Internship
Program,
limited
to Conn.
College students, enables two
juniors to spend the summer
working
at
the
natlOn~1
headquarters of the LWV. m
Washington, D.C. Each ,:"clplent
also receives a $1200 sllpend to
cover eight weeks of travel and
living expenses.
The internship is named for
Mary F. Morrisson, a founder of
the LWV, an early suffragette,
and trustee of Conn. College:
Applications may be obtained
in Mr. Churchill's
offIce m
Fanning.
THEY MUST BE
COMPLETED AND RETURNED BY 5:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY FEBRUARY 3RD. THIS
. h
IS
'THE
ABSOLUTE· Interns may choose whlc
DEADLINE.
departroent they wish to work
The application
includes for.
h
several short essays followed by
Scott did independent researc
an interview by the Momsson for the Cities-Urban CnslS, while
Committee to be held Feb. 8. ThIS Ken worked in the League:s
internship is not based solely on Government Department. Ken s
main areas of involvement were
academic standing...
. I D bates
Recipients of the mternship the
Presidentla
e.,
travel to Washington, D.C. dunng, campaign finance, congre5§lOnal
h'
d reform, and the voting rights act.
spring break to find ousmg an
Congressional e.xposure, such

::;
a:~~isi~~~~iter::~~:;~
as meetings, hearmgs, lobbyIng,
and speak with the League's U.N. and mark-UP sessions, was mcluded in b~h their projects,
observer.
..
-;j
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Grotoa to bDfld
more Trldeats
Funds for two Trident missile
submarines and two SSN 688 fast
~ attack. nuclear sutmarines are
~ Included inthe Fiscal 1978federal
e- budget proposed to Congress
-e January 17.
~
Congressman Christopher J.
~ Dodd (D-Conn.) said $1.7 billlon
= ts proposed for construction of
IWo of the new ballistic missile
-su bmarines and for purcbase of
ionglead time items to prepare
for construction of other Tridents
in later years.
Exact figures for construction
Ii the attack submarines were
not available, although they are
expected to cost more than about
$250 million each, Mr. Dodd said
Presently,
Electric
Boat
Division of General Dynamics
Corp. of Groton, Conn., is the only
shipyard in the country building
Tridents and is the major contractor for SSN 688's.
Worken exposed 10
dangerous Fiberglass
Shipyard workers who handle
fiberglass at General DynamicsElectric Boat are not required to
use protective equipment such as
goggles, gloves or respirators, a
company spokesman said

Butts Cont,

However,
the
U.S. Occupational Safety sad Health
Administration
(OSHA) has
classified
fiberglass
as a
mechanical irritant, saying that
it should be guarded against by
protective clothing for eyes, face,
head and hands.
It has been urged by a
pathologist for tbe National
Cancer Institute that fiberglass
be treated with as much caution
as asbestos.
OSHA does not now have
standards
dealing specifically
with
fiberglass,
however,
proposed standards are being
prepared by the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and .Health, which will be
recommended to the OSHA.
N .L. Social Service
fonds Increased
The New London City Council,
after listening to a consultant's
warning that it begin to sever its
ties with social service agencies
in the city, approved about $1.3
million in community development spending next y,ear for
social services.
The city has hired the services
Ii the United Way to assess the
city's approach to social services
under the community development program.

discussions. rather than lecture::s
on tbe dangers of smoking.
He also stated three r ... na tor

the \mtlOrtanCe of the '''tW:k ,,_
bu.tta .. 'pr0K,n.U\ aa «atbered from.

~

a survey of students' views on tb:e
Conn. College campus.
According'to
these surveys,
almost an of those students who
are smokers want to be E!K"smokers; rooghly !IO per cent
have quit at one time; and 54
students emressed a desire to be
involved in a smoking cessanon
program.
Mekeehan,
also. in sym·
pathizing with smokers, listed
various reasons why a student
would be hesitant to become
involved in a program such as
''kick your butts."
Lazrus Takes A Dive
Fear of failure, fear of the
unknown (a cigarette
is a
By MICHAEL HASSE
familiar friend to many) and fear
On January 18th, three small
Ii suffenng Withdrawal symp- pipe leaks in Lazrus' living room
toms (personality change, weight spilled a buge amount of water
gain) were the three most but damage 1!8S minimal.
common reasons he .stated.
According
to Eugene
M.
In concluding hIS Introductory Richter Assistant Director of
lecture, .Mckeehan stated the Physicai Plant, the leaks, located
goal of the program, aside fr~m in a baseboard radiator adjacent
smoking cessation, as the ability to the outside wall, were probablY
to question oneself as to the a result Ii freezing and ex·
reasons why 0,"-, smokes. U one pansion. This would normally
can answer this question ~
have been avoided DYa closely
conquer or subatttute something monitored heat log main~ed
else for this need, hopefully the by the Campus Safety Departcigarettes will soon become a ment and Physical Plant, when
crutch of the past.
lbe college is not in session.
Mckeehan deems the ''kick
Richter speculated that the
yo::.;-butts" program as an un- extended cold weather and high
portant factor in heli>~ the winds coold have caused the
smoker ''kick the bablt." The pipes next to the outside wall to
student willieam to question why freeze
and still show no
he smokes, receive suggesti""."to discrepancy in their temperature
change his pattern of smok~,
readings, taken in a different
attain ego support from peers m area.
the same situation, ~
be mPhysical plant personnel have
volved in a long follow-up $Ice replacl!d several pumps
program in order to avoid a back- and valves
as a safety
slide.
.
precaution, altbollllh these bave
For those students who WIShto not been deemed as the cause of
be involved in the program and the incident.
did not attend the introduct<ry
During this unseasonsbly cold
meeting,
ther~ Will be an- winter, Richter added, he ia
nouncements
Ill. eIther
the ple'ased
with the
smooth
Campus
Commumcator
.or operation of the college's beating
Pundit as to the tune ";I'dlocation systems.
'.
Ii the individual sessiOns.

I
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MoId<aD Holel a fire hazard
The city fireman ....ho owns the
MoQjcan Hotel has been ordered
11> correct more than lOll fire
violations including several
serioos ones, which had been
ciled in a 1961 fire marshal's
report
but never
ordered
remedied
The most serious is the lack of
proper escape routes from the
botel rali garden. Fire Marshal
Joseph Venditto has ordered the
eleventh floor roli garden closed
until these escape routes are
furnished
Snow, 800W, and thunder?
The bli2zard of 1977which bad
been predicted for Friday night,
January 28, did not materialize,
bowever, Connecticut was hit
with a rare winter thunderstorm.
In Watenord, the home of
Lloyd
Franklin
of
60
Bloomingdale Rd. was struck by
lightning at about 7: 15 p.rn.
Franklin said the house was
s!ruck outside the kitchen. "It hit
right in the l\llmer of the kitchen
and swung the tup board doors
open, blew most Ii the dishes out
Ii the cupboard and ripped
plaster
from the ceiling,"
Franklin said
"It also started a fire in the
basement which luckily my son
put out," stated Franklin who
wasn't home at the time 01 the
occurrence.
ft~
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Complalnts have been made
that the registraUon fees are too
e>qJeDBi",,_ Ezc_ve.(r __

could be B CSUBe o£ UDlicensed
parking.
.
The committee maintains that
the COBt of the entire system,
including posting stop signs,

paying officers to pstrol parking
areas, keeping such areas sal'viceable and free of snow,
publishing
maps
depicting
alJoUod parking areas, and other
costs justify the admiUedly high
fee.
.
.
By roughly approXImating
costs based on tbeir own
specialized knowledge, rather
thai by using an empirical cootaccounting system to balance
revenues and cosls, the c0mmittee guages the necessary
registration fee.
The new regulations went into
operation Monday, Jan. 31.
These, as well s other longstanding rules are outllned In a
pamphlet recently distriblted to
the campus via mailbox. Ems
Copies are at the Central Services
office in Cro.
The Parking Appeals C0mmittee must sulmit all proposed
regulations to Prsident Ames for
authorization.
In addition to
implementing
rules
and
regulations governing campus
parking sad traffic, the c?'l'"
mittee lisleIls to all appropriale
""peals. These may be general
complaints about the workinllll of
lbe system, or specific protests
about tickets recieved
Members of the committee
include Mark Banchik, Greg
McKeon, Glen Asch, Sheryl
Yeary
Walter Brady, Ben
Greeo~ Marg Watson, and Craig
Interested individuals
are invited to contact one of these
memtll'rs
for
further
information.

Hancock.

_________
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FINEARTS
s
MARY FRANK Displav
Womanly Theme

~

KlmLewis
"Sensual, serene SCUlp;ure,"
"Poetical, Metaphorical, In-

W

terior,"

flAbout Women as a

~

and shapes which together bring
oat the full emotional and visual
content.
Her sculptures, made of fired
clay, are beautifully suited to the
mediwn. A small mask-like face
seeming to rise from a curled
slab of clay is particularly ex-

Sexual Being" are among the
IL titles <i articles written on the
,.;: wilr!<of Mary Frank.
l:: These short phrases convey an
pressive of emotion.
_
inunediate sense of the exhibition
Other pieces include .multi> which can now be seen in the sided
relief figures, larger faces,
Ili: Manwaring Gallery of Curnmings
and
drawings
on clay which
c(
until Feb. II.
reveal the delicacy of her work.
~
Ms. Frank's
terra
cotta
They are complex and tightly put
OIl
sculptures
and
beautiful
together but the passion conIII watercolors do more than
extained within them gives an equal
IL press the feelings, form, and
sense
of
freedom
and
... movement of the subject perspaciousness. The poetic nature
~ vading her work - that <i the
<i each piece and the thematic
woman. They alsoreveaJ her skill
continuity of the show make the
Z as an artist in controlling her
viewing of Mary Frarik's show
::;) medium and communicating her
both an experience
and a
a. ideas.
pleasure.
- Each wor!<in the show gives an
Not until 1969 and 1970, after
impression of completeness, of
experimentation with other three
harmony among- its parts. Her
dimensional mediums, did Ms.
drawings <i female figures are
Frank begin her work in fired
done in vivid colors offset by
clay
SCUlpture.
She
had
backgrounds.of
white giving
previouslv studied with such
space to their movement. Her
painters as Hans Hoffman, Max
landscapes are blends of color

e

"Fi\m. Previews
by SlepbBDJe Bowler
On Friday evening February 5

/be Connecticut

College Fnn{

Agency will present The Man
w.oo Fell To Earth. Director
Nicholas
Roeg
combines
suspense with hypnotic science
fiction in this film, which stars
David Bowie as a man from outer
space who lands on earth in
search of water.
Roeg's third film, his other
crecits include Walkabout and
Don't Look Now, met with mixed
reviews,
but is generaUy
regarded as a creative and well
acted film.

---

Charles Dicken's once said: "I
have m my heart of hearts a
favorite child and his name is
David Copperfield." In 1~ the
classic tale of David's triwnphs
lind
sorrows
became
an
Irresistible and h~arming
film IJIJder the direction <i the
great George Cukor. On Sunday
~ebrua~
7, the Connecticut
"'!Uege Film Society will present
IIJIS great film, which bas been
universally acclaimed as one of
the most satisfying
screen
adsptatlons of a classic novel
Each member of the cast,
headed by Lionel Barrymore
Maureen O'Sullivan, Freddi~
Bartholomew, Basil Rathbone
and W.C. Fields, gives such a
memorable performance that no
role emerges as too minor to take
its place in the annals of film
history.
Much <i the novel has found its
way to the screen with accuracy
completeness. David Copperfield Is a must, for it is a
Sjliendid reaffirmation
<i the
humanity
found in Charles
Didlen's novel. It Is alao a tribute
lD the lost art <i Iwoi","",
- ......... a 1I1"e1t
I1tenIryCIassiClltotheacteen

ana

........... iiiiiIiiiI.

wilb

teste and

---

cUJlDity.

On Wecilesday - Felruary

10
the Czechoslovakian film, Th~
Shop On Main Street, will be
shown. Directed by Jan Kadar
and Elmar Klos, the movie tells
. the _simple tale of an average
-fellow who finds himself more
and more involved
in the
gathering moral crisis of Jewish
persecution during the early
years of the 1940's.
Ultimately he is forced to
decide whether to protect a
helpless friend or save his own
skin. The dilemma, here viewed
on a personal basis, confronted
all people who witnessed Hitler's'
terrilie crimes.
The elilogue, while 1i<itening
the vivid impact of the film's
realism provides the audience
with the hope that such terrible
injustices may make victim and
antagonist alike, more aware of
the
need
for
universal
Irotherhood.

Beckmann, and also dancerchoreographer Martha Graham.
The exposure of dance was
undoubtedly a major influences
in her concept of the hwnan body
in motion. Her art also reflects
the Qualities and interests of
wori<sby artists she has admired,
including Picasso, Giacomelti,
Rodin and Degas.
Since then her work has appeared
in
many
shows
throughout the country including
several one-woman shows at the
zabriskie Gallery where her
sculptures and drawings are
presently on exhibit.
She has won several awards
inending one from the National
Council of the Arts in 1968and she
is represented in the collections
of MOMA, the Whitney, and the
museums of Yale and Brown
and has illustrated three hooks.
Her achievements
are listed
more extensively
in an informative article written by Mr. '
McCloy posted outside of the
gallery.
The entire exhibit was made
possible
with the financial
assistance of the Connecticut
College Gallery Patrons and the
Summer Fund. This assistance
will also allow for a pW"chase of a

a
welcome addition to the school's
collection.
drawing from the exhibition -

Clay

Sculpture

by Mary

Frank

Photo ev powell

Student Snaps - Focus On
The Fantastic
by Benita Garfinkle
A number of photographs taken
by students, faculty and spouses
are occupying the second floor of
. Cummings Art Center in a very
impressive Photography Exhibit.
Although the varied spectrum
of photographs
are at first
overwhelming, upon closer inspection one finds that the
primarily untitled pictures are so
unique
that
when viewed
separately,
are not as intimidating.
One common denominator
among the many photographs
was a theme of the fantastic or
strange.
This characteristic
though not predominant, was
certainly prevalent.
I do recommend that everyone
view this exhibit for tbemselves
and will attempt to encourag~
you by relaling some of the great
diversity of the photographs.
Alter having circled the room
twice for an overall view I
decided to settle down to 'the
basiness of describing a bit of the
display. While beginning at the
entrance, I proceeded down the
hall until arriving at the first
likely candidate. In this case it
was a photograph of a somewha t
young child peering through a
fence into a sort of dilapidated
garden. I was gravitated toward
this otherwise simplistic picture
by the reminder of Alice in
Wonderland, a book which I
happen to be reading for a
"!'Urse. The photograph beld for
me a kind of mysticism that has
been cloUding my thoughta since

reading the book.
Then
I noticed
another
photograph with a rather different approach. It is one that
dis is d h
p. ye a uge crowd gathered
outside of a building. Oddly
en0l1l!h, I did not realize the
Conmes. there (in front of
Harkness) until· I saw a number
of Coasties.
However
the
highlight of th
I
e scene was that of .

a person in the forefront. The
striking feature of the figure was
the
drooping
mouth
and
protruding tonzue in the middle
of the person's jean jacket. The
effect of this decal can only be
referred to as strange and rather
fantastic.
Along the lines of the absurd,
was a ohotozraoh of a dishevelled
continued
on page ten

Detroit Orchestra
rf 0rms

by BenilaG~f!
On Felrua
3 at 8'
Palmer AUdit~ium will'JO p.m.,
to the Detroit SymphPlaY"gst
chestra
m
ony
rreferred'to as
l~ommOnlY
hailed as 'an excelle~t o~~~;:'~
(Chicago Todey) u d
th
di
t'
f'
n er
e
rec IOn 0 Its magnificent
maestro. Aldo Ceecato
The Detroit Sympliony was
founded in 1914, and has since
that time enjoyed a reputation of
undisputed excellence. Paimer
will soon be added to a roster of
such august perform;na
t
as Cam . H II
-.., cen ers
the JOh~gJeF'~':;;~
U.N. and
Center f
I er
Kennedy
There ~e~':o~~rf~~
Arts.
in the orchestra w~
m~~bers
i
th
0 partICipate
f~
ese
out-of-state.
perrmances as well as wlthm the
~~~fes ~f D:trOit. One of their
a' "ZolvdiaI
e~, IS. a Fnday
everung
senes which' IS
designed to a c eal,'
mods, and un~~r 30ft', students,
s.

~10

~\~_

A great symphony could only
be. complete with an equally
eminent ~onductor. According to
tone reviewer (of the Ontario
Star 3-22-75), 'Ceccato has impr~ssed WIth his intelligent
rr gammmg, the excItement and
concentration of his conducting
and ability t d
.
0 raw a umQue
sound. from the orchestra.' The
ITmclpal Conductor (and Music
director), Ceccalo, has added hiS
touch of perfection to make the
DSO an o~chestra which plays on
a mal!l1ificl'Dt level
. A promismg, lUn-iilled evening
is in store for those of you who
choose to partake in an utterly
blissful, listening delight. In
order to ensure each Connecticut
College student the opportunity to
attend
this
concert,
the
previously set price of $8 00 has
been reduced to $2.00 for ~ll who
possess a Conn. I.C.So, if reading
this
.
. artlde
does not infuse you
With spme-tingllng
emotion,
rome and hear for yourself!

c.

Don't Forget These From '76
by Chris Zingg
If you're a record buyer - and
who isn't - you're probably
aware that, in the last few years,
the market has been flooded with
an abundance of new music and
artists. Well, it is the people age
ten to thirty that buy most of this
material and consequently, rock,
soul, and much of the current jazz
has become highly profilable.
This deluge, like everything
else, has its advantages and its
disadvantages. The advantages
include the buying public's new
awareness
and openness
to
musical styles and trends, as well
as better musicianship through
increased competition on the part
of the artists.
The disadvantages include a
musician's newfound need for a
gimmick or characteristic sound
to set him apart from the everexpanding _number of competitors.
The unhappy result of the
availability of all this fresh music
isas follows: for every artist who
makes it to the top, there is
another, just as talented, perhaps
more so, who never receives the
recognition he deserves.
With this in mind and with 1976
just behind us I thought it might
be worth while to compile a list of
reviews of some of the albums
that came out last year. These
albums, despite critical acclaim,
did not succeed commercially.
And here it comes.
"Nessi" (A&M) This is an
album by two becthers Bi!Jy and
Bo bby Alessi, who former Iy
constituted half of a group known
as Barnaby Bey. Bye released
two albums in '73 and '74 on the
Atlantic label which, like the
Alessi album, received a lot of
attention from the press but little

F

"om,

first "solo" effort, the Alessi
brothers exhibit a continuing
penchant for melody. The album
is centered around their vocal
harmonies, all done in a Hall and
Oates style.
"Michael Franks - The Art of
Tea" (Warner Bros.) Imagine a
singer with a voice reminiscent of
Donovan placed in a Kenny
Rankin atmoslilere. The effect is
light, jazzy, and mellifluous. The
Instrumentation
provided by
most of the Crusaders, plus such
well known session musicians as
John Guerin and Dave Sanborn
is easy going and tastefully don~.
"Deniece Williams - This Is
Niecy" (Columbia) Deniece has
paid some dues, having spent
years singing background vocals
for people like Stevie Wonder.
ThISfirst solo album is more than
adequate proof that her voice is
strong enough to stand on its own.
The production work (by the late
Charles Stepney) is slick, and
features most of Earth, Wind and
FIre.
"Ned Doheny - Hard Candy"
(Columbia) Another one of the
California Whizz Kids (Browne
Souther, Ronsladl, Eagles), th;';

smger-songwrtter

steps out with
his second album. The sound on
this one is fuller compared with
his first, and it features all of the
I

aforementioned artists plus
Tower of Power. The album
. eludes th..Q ~nt.....JDngle.

Love

Doheny co-authored

Own"

"A --

which

with AWB's

Hamish Stuart.
"Andy Pratt - Resolution"
(Nemperor)
Andy Pratt first
made a name for himself in 1973

Ar:
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In ~rheArea
EXHmmON
Feb. I-March I - Eastern Conn. Slate College, "Graphics by
Robert Mangan." J. Eugene Smith Library, Willimantic.
Library hours. (456-2231ext. 303)
Feb. I-April 17 - Mystic seaport, R.J. SChaefer Building,
Mystic. "The Past in Focus: Early Photographs of Mystic by
E.A. Scholfield 1865-1912."Daily 9 a.m-e p.m..
Feb. I-March 12 - WillJam Benton Museum, UConn, Storrs.
"Oscar Kokaschka, Literary and Graphic Works." Mon.-8at. 10
a.m.-4:3O p.m. Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Feb. 1-10 - Jorgensen Auditorium Gallery, UConn, Storrs.
"Works by Alumni of tbe University of Connecticut." Mon.-Fri.
Ilh'i. Sat. & Sun. 1:3lh'i:3O.
Feb. 1-11- Connecticut College, Sculpture and Drawings by
Mary Frank, New York. Manwaring Gallery, Cummings. Mon.Fri. 8:30-5:00.
Feh. 1-21_ Lyman Allyn Museum, New London. "Americans
Abroad," sketches of Europe by American 19th century artists.
Tues.-8at. 1-6. Sun. 2-5.
TIlEATRE
Feb. 4&5 _ "George M," a musical. U.S. Coast Guard
Academy, Leamy Hall Auditorium. 8:00 p.m.
MUSIC
Feb. 3 - Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Aldo Ceccato, conductor. Palmer Auditorium, Conn. College. 8:30 p.m.
Feb. 3 - Bill Slaines, folk singer and guitarist. Cro Student
Center, Conn. College. 8:30 p.m.
Feh. 8 _ Cleveland Orchestra. Jorgensen Auditorium, U. of
Conn., Storrs. 8:15 p.m.
. Feb. 12 - Eastern Connecticut Symphony, Victor Nonnan,
USiC
director. Conte, violin & Feldman, cello. Works by Br:)rns and Dvorak. Scanlon Auditorium, New London High School,
New _London. 8:30 p.m. (442-2557)
.

U1

"Avenging Annie", culled from
his second l.p. For the three
years that followed
Pratt
remained
mUSicalI'Y
unproductive in the midst of an
emotional crisis. Later in 1976
"
.Pr att re-emerged emotionally
Intact. In the same year he rereleased his second album, went
on a successful national tour, and
released a new album called got to be Lofgren.
California who slill helieve (and
"Resolution." The title alludes to
prove) that happy music can
Pratt's decision to break out of
"Geoff Muldaur - Motion"
heal. It's only appropriate that
the insecurity that caused his (Warner Bros) Maria's
exwe end our survev of albums that
three-year
hibernation.
The husband tries again. He's no
album, which ranges from gentle major talent but at least he endidn't make it with The Sons
love songs to energetic rockers
joys himself. If you don't buy this
because, after ten years of
offe.rs a self-assured artist with ~
trying, their lead singer and
positive point of view.
album for his duet with Bonnie
founder declared that his album
Raitt, buy it for his disco version
. would be their last if it dim't sell
"Ro bert Palmer - Some of "Hooray for Hollywood"
well. It didn't. It's wforlunate
People Can Do What They Like" arranged by Martin Mull.
that music is so competitive and
(Island)
"Some People"
is
so closely connected to record
Palmer's third effort since his
."Sons of Champlin - Circle sales.
departure from the British band Filled With Love" (AriolaWhen a band such as this must
Vinegar Joe and it continues in America) The seventh or eighth call-it quits, we are the ones who
the path of his first two al bum by a dedicated ban d from
suffer.
("Sneakin' Sally Through The
Alley" and "Pressure Drop").
Palmer, from the dominance of
his husky vocals on the record to
the self-consciously
flattering
~ecordcovers, seems to be totally
In control of, and aware of, the
unage he profects. To this end,
Palmer surrounds himself with a
by Nancy Neldltz
various
clubs and taverns
musicians,
bevY.!Jf talented
Paul' Kn f
·ll
throughout New York City. He
nolably Litlle Feat, who provide
Harkness Chap0P ~to p\aap~b1s at also frequently
accompanies
him with the funky sound that he
.
. .e
y.
own dancetS at the Atnencan Deuce

':::::-:::-::~~=-:-------------

.Jazz Mass

so obv;~usly enjoys.
record.
"Nils Lofgren

(A&M) Lofgren
notice

on Neil

-

A

slick

received

YOWJg's "After

The Goldrush." He has since
never quite broken through on his
own. In his music, Lofgren can be
delicate but he can also cut loose.
If you want to see a future star
while he's still a future star, it's
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composition tor the Vl8nO •. FeSiva\. b..eft .. Conn Colle&!
~anddrumstb\sSundaY.
'Feb. dlJirln&\he lN1nln.et'.'
2
.
,The
Jazz 'Mass, CNated. 'D'Y ~

The noted musician-composer

Cry Tough"

first

_

Knopf,

has

been

performed

will he accompallled by his wife, several times at the college with
Clare Johnson,. a professional great
success. Knopf bas
dancer who will perform
a enhanced the spirit of the mass
modern dance along with the jazz with his intetpretation of jazz

~s,

and the Harkness Chspel

Cholr.

Knopf, currently
Greenwich VHlage,

..

.
hVIDg m

plays

at

while slill maintaining the words
and music of the liturgies. This is
an eJPerience that should not be
rniased.

Let the Asian Club give you a free trip to the Far
East. Come to Asia Night, Tuesday, Feb. 15from 811in Cro Main Lounge. Various Asian dishes will be
served amidst slides, Oriental music, and other
Eastern attractions.
IMPORTANT
STUDY
ABROAD
ANNOUNCEMENT: Limited openings remain on CFS
accredited Spring 1977Academic Year Programs
commencing Spring Trimester. Early acceptance
is now open for Fall '77, Winter, Spring '78 or Full
Year '77-'78 in Moscow, Salamanca, Paris, Dljon,
Florence, Perugia, Copenhagen, Amsterdam,
Vienna, Geneva, England for qualified applicants
in languages, all subjects inc!. int'l law, business.
All students in good standing eligible - Freshmen,
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors, Grads. Good faculty
references, selt-motiviation, sincere interest in
study abroad, int'l cultural exchange count. more
with CFS than grade point. For applicatlonsinformation: CENTER FOR FOREIGN STUDY-AY
ADMISSIONS DEPT N-216 S. State-Box 606-Ann
Arbor, MICH. 48107(313)622-5575.
If you have a song on your mind that you're
dying to sing out and you're female, Conn O1ords
inviles you to audition for their four-part, close
harmony singing group. Tryouts begin Tuesday,
Feb. 8. For a good time contact Claire, 443-4015,
Box 65, or Connie, 447-2868,Box 1268.
ATTENTION WRITERS: A MEETING OF THE
CONN. COLLEGE LITERARY JOURNAL WI LL BE
HELD TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ROOM. PLANS FOR THE SPRING
lSSUE WILL BE· DISCUSSED. EVERYONE INTERESTE;DSHOULD ATTEND.

Students Act Up At
~
Na tio ngl '£kl!J!J!!! thl!!~,ti1'!J.f!
c

~e
atmoslilere ISso open thaI you re
III
Each
.emester.
several
"AtNTI.discip1ine .. emstobe
not
to ~
r~,
~a:~
III student. from Conn. College
a key wo~" Nan7 ~::.~
::~
one
':.t~a~iful
C attend the National Theater
The expenences 0
....,
NTI
It.
I _
C lnIlilule at the Eugene O'Neill
taugbtthem what to elIpecl from thing. about fo'"
• ':..d""':'
IL Memorial Theater Center in
thealer and bow to work under nmg process
r
y,
, Waterford. A total of thirty
pre ...... e. Nancy Kery added,
N~cy Kerr "!'y.
. er exl:: 8lUde.a
lled in this
"Thealer is not a nine-te-five
penences in different fields has
~ pro~
~e.::;
the variOllS existence. You have to be willing made her much more aware as
> aspects of the thealer and to get a to push yourself. Then. you an actor.
: taste of professional theater life. realize that you can 00 .~ much
Th~d
tourfi~th:.;~O~
:~:
::l
The studenls are mostly college more than you thought.
some
r I. a
0:
e and come from allover the
A semester at NTI consists of student. at NTI. The schedule on
IIlI lIIl t
Although most of the 10 weeks of clas .... two or three the r~d tour ISa full one. WIthan
III
int sled in acting
weeks of rehearsal. and a two- average of one show every other
u. IIOme a.:-:e ~volved
I~
week road tour which all 30 night. at colleges. prep schools.
, ...
..
and the fields of
students participate in.
and high schools. SometlID~s they
=~d
.et design. and
All of the courses al NT! are ended WIth a performance in a
Q lighting
Not all of the partheater-oriented,
The four baste
New York theater.
Z tic' ant~ are theater majors. In courses that all students
must
After 12 weeks of exposure to
~ facT some of the students whose take are Acting. Directing.
the many different aspects of
interests are in the techoical
Costume Design. and Set Design. th~terlIfe.
the students exaspects of theater never acted
Inaddition to these, students can penence first hand the life of a
bemre the went to NTI.
lake eleclives in Voice. Speech. professwnal. Nancy Katz exNancy latz and Nancy Ken'.
Puppetry.,
Movement.
and p1amedthattheroadtourtea!,hes
t
Conn .tudent. who went to Playwnghtmg, Last semester an tjJe .tudents what It really means
~ for a .emester feel that their
elective in Radio was added.
to get themselves up for a show.
,
a't 'the
O'Neill
The teacher.
at NTI are
At the end of the road tour,the
experIences
.
'd
d t t NT!
d
ek '
Theater' have helped them to visiting professwnal actors an
stu en sa,
spen a we ,m
decide what they want from
technicians, some of wh0J.'l are New York seemg plays. meetmg
theater and whether or not they
well known in theater CIrCles. professwnal actors, backstage.
t to continue with it. Nancy
Classes are small and most of the and Vlsitmg teleVIsIon studios.
::.
commented, "NTI helped
stu~ents' work is on. individual
the Metropolitan. Opera, and
me to answer a lot of questions,
proJecls. Through thIS type of costume deSIgl1,ers s.hops. The
about what I want to do in program. students are forced to New York week ISthe final step!"
theater."
participate in every aspect of discovermg, what a career m
The schedule at the National
theater.
theater IS like. .
Theater Institute is hectic.' The
Exposure to differenl aspects
The expenences of th~ slud~nt.
lltudenl.a otten put in an IP.b.our of tbeater
and to different,
at NT1 are bi8b.ly mdiVlduallZed.
dQ st.ar\.\n& w\th e-ze'Eciaes at.
prOtesaiona within the tbeataNancy Kerr saul~ "Each p~rso~
By LINDA FOSS

ey
lIu& lype of work for a living.

afr..=

.:rth:

~h

=~

t::

"l".

LU\.. '1b\a b.~
\0 a'tlf;nr
Aert_ ....
aI. \.be~"
'Q'leJ .....m. tae.e \n

-$-

vrotaa\ona\

work and to di.cover whether or

1IlHIInLIM\ to'l' bo~ v.ifta \0 De one of. &Eta d1fferent tblnp out of. It.
'\he\r
'lnO" a\p\tl.c.an\.
e1- Some graduates of. the National
per\encea at NTl. 'Nancy Katz. Theater
Institute
decide
to

pointed out, "The program helps

(

pursue a career in theater. and
some eventually decide that they
'*'n't like acting alter all.
Nancy Katz said that a large
part of her experience at NT! was
.. If-discovery. What all students
get from NTI, however, is a
realistic
look
at
life
in
professional theater.

Go Ask
Oakes
EdItor'.' note - In an attempt to

increase coiDinllnications-on·th~

The Coming
Of Cummings

campus and make the Administration more responsive to
the needs and desires of the
students. Pundit has decided to
run a weekly column entitled "Go
ask

Oakes."

Beginning with next week's
issue. the column will be divided
which time financing will cOOle into two parts. The first part will
by PaUy McGow1ul
be comprised of a question and
It'. been called everything from his estate.
answer session with the
Originally.
art and music
from 'that building next to
President; the questions will
Palmer,' to just the 'white. kind classes had to be held wherever
come from the campus comthere was available space. Art
Iipointy building'. Prof. WillIsm
Meredith called it a "Hall Ii sl1Xlioowere on the top floor of munity at large. If yOII bave 8lly
Bill Hall, sculpture was done in questions, complaJnts, or eon·
Making." We call it Cummings
the basement Ii Thames. and cems !bat you would Uke Mr.
Art Center.
many music cJasses'were beld In Ames Ie address blm.elf to.
Director of DevekJ[ment, John
please mall them to Pundit. PO
Holmes HalL
Delmold, outlined a !aiel iustory
I:lSL He is anticipating some
The architect of the actual
Ii the art center. The"coocept of
teU2hies solet·s not let him down.
structure was Gordon- Bunshafl,
an art cenler came as early as
The second half of the column
the 193O's,when then Pre.ident of who designed in Cummings, a
"building within a building."
will deal with student; faculty.
the Colfege. Katherine Blunt
The central core - Dana Hall and .taff responses to an issue
compiled a list Ii facilities the
related question which Pundit
College .hould have. Not until - and the 230 seat Oliva lecture
will choose. A roving Pundit
hall tucked beneath. is wrapped
1969. however. were the art and
music departments under one by the building's studioo... minar reporter will be scouring the
and
and classrooms, offices, music campus for interesting
rod.
practice rooms, libraries, provocative comments.
The largest doDallon lor the
The succ ... or failure Ii this
workrooms,
and
storage
building came from Joanne Tour
column depends largely on this
facilities.
Cummings (class of 1950)and her
campus' degree of activismCummings'
galleries
.husband Nathan. who is better
known as Mr. Sarah Lee. The periodically display works by Pundit is merely a servant to that
both students and faculty as well .spirit. So let·s get going and let
co!!e~e will not receive Cumas visiting artisls.
WI" voice. be h~d.., "
~-,f,
JDInCs'
death, ~
....
Uo ':.
',.1.\::;'..1"
b:l.,I;;
~ ,..,\~~.l

1l'!1 ~~

~~ ~

NT! students learn set design

A Dancer's Feelings
by Janet Martin

"Pace yourseH." With these
words of caution. Martha Myers.
Dean of the American Dance
Festival.
greets
300 dance
students to Conn College each
swnmer during her round of
meetings on the eve of the first
day of classes.
The wise will try to heed her
words. even though they often
seem impossible to follow in the
midst of the demanding schedule

modem,

ballet.

improvisation,

and

jazz,

to

.composition,

repelory. ethnic dance. and film,

They

also

include'

anatomy-kinesiology.

shape, massage,

music,

effort and

yoga, and

stagecraft. This broad range of
learning experiences makes the
Festival a tremenoous resource
of energy and ideas.
The concentrated exposure to

many innovative ideas is an

important supplement to the
winter dance program at Conn
of classes, rehearsals, per- College. Anatomy-kinesiology
formances. films. and leclures
and effort-shape are two areas
that is the norm during the six that the dance department
week summer school of the cannot afford to offer courses in.
American Dance Festivaf.
but which are referred to conThe level of intense activity
stantly in technique composition
and the swnmer heat often leave and teaching classes during the
students e:a:hausted by dinner. winter term.
Appetites
disappear
at the
Besides the elIperience of inmoment when it is most crucial to ten.. learning shared by 300
eat in order to keep' strength and people dedicated to the same
energy up. The importance of Ms. field, the Festival holds more
Myer's warning to get enough individual meanings for some.
sleep and eat properly hecomes For one dancer. it has been the
apparent as the weeks progress
chance to study modem dance
and fatigue and tension in the technique with Nancy Meehan
dancers build. paving the way to and different forms of avantpossible injury and illn ....
garde music with Kirk Nurock.
For most aspiring dancers.
Another found that shared
however. the attractions of the Iilysical e:a:haustion often teeaks
Festival
far outweigh
the '*'wn barriers between people.
Iilysical fatigue. Over the years and leading to friendships that
the Festival 'has created an en- otherwise would not have forvironment in which the dance med. The opportunities to see
student can explore and ex- performances by major comperience many aspects of the panies, or to work with major
dance world.
choreographers add to the lure
Students usually take four for others.
courses that are distributed over
Whatever the reason. students
three main sections: technique;
of dance from all parts of the
improvization, composition, and country and aU levels of training
repelory; and related areas.
come each swnmer to participate
The courses
range
from in what has been known as ''the
traditional techni!lue. classes in mecca of modem dance."

---

-----------------------------

Beating Off With ConnArtists
closing IDJDlber, "Riana," comes
By STEWART LYONS
once again. She and Larry have
from Fleetwood Mac.
plans
for
forthcoming
Despite their t4l and coming
This semester lbe Glitter Band
engagements at Rudy's and the
name, Buster Highmen and the
may do some high school prom
Chapel
Basement.
Larry
has
just
Penetrators promises to be a
started classical piano lessons gigs and they have a standing
driving force in the world of Cor.n
dfer at Rudy's. Where the band
College rock, jazz, and folk 'which he bopes will supplement really wants to play is at dorm
his
knowledge
of
keyboard
theory
bands.
an d provide a backbone for their parties. One member d the band
B.H. and the P.s is a recently
added that those parties have
act.
found rock group consisting of
gone
downhill
with
the
From
the
hwnble
beginnings
of
Pete Florey on a Fender Fretless
a Scarsdale High band, the two replacement d live bands with
Precision bass, John Muller and
original members of lbe Glitter records and tapes.
Josh Lyon on lead guitar, Scott
On the obituary side of the
Band, Keith Ritter and Sim
Stevenson on the drwns, and
musical news, "YMF," a well
Glaser,
have
brought
their
pascal Isbell handles the lead
talents and fortunes a long way. established jazz band, rolled over
singing chores.
The
Glitter Band is concentrating and croaked after Bill Morrison,
These dudes, better known as
on
changing
their image as a folk the bass player, graduated last
the uFearlessly Flying Five,"
group to a dan cing, party-type semester ..Before its death, YMF
have been together since the
was cOlllj!Olledof guitarist Roger
rock band
beginning of last semester. They
Although Sim and Keith have Blanc; Bill Morrisoo. on bass;
hope to have enough material in
been playing together for many John Bralley on tenor, alto, and
their repertoire to gig. around
years, Sim did not start thinking soprano saxophone and Lex
Feb. 20.
about
organizing a potentially Richardson on drwns. It was not
The B.H. and P.S have been
great
band
until the beginning of a very well known band since the
practicing in Cummings' pracmusicians were in it mainly to
tice rooms for three months. One
create new forms of jazz.
can safely say that they are a
As far as informal jams go,
. t rock and dance band that
Scott Calamar (bass piano), Jack
oks to captivate its audiences
Wade (piano, rythm guitar), Sim
ith straight
shooting, foot
Glaser (lead guitar, bass), and
Japanese Art Professor Lloyd Craighlll
roping, dance-inducing rock n'
Alan Trebat (drums),
have
U.
rehearsed together. Scott is
B.H. and the P.s is making a
definitely trying to get a partynscious effort to stay away
dance band together, but this
om the more avant-garde exarrangement is far from peres of rock. In a very broad
manent,
considering
the
sense, that means they don't do
obligations Sim and Alan have to
any acid rock, disco, jazzy t or
the Glitter Band. 8iro, however.
conseQ:uent.~ J&.l"II'L ... we\\..
He en\e<e<l. a
dixieland They prefer middle
appears to like the Idea ~ a band
on East
ABum CiV\\\7a.ti<m at
Approximately
63 students
that will do about three-fourtha
Beatles, Aerosmith, Jethro Tull
Harvard Univeraity where he
and the Steve Miller Band.
original material and has said jammed into the seats and on the
concentrated on Japanese art.
that he would like to play in floor of Cwnmings 306. They
Two of the three songs B.H. and
From there he- went to Eckerd
anxiously awaited the onset of
Scott's band.
the P.S have composed are fook.
College in St.' PetersblD'g, Fla.
SCott and Jack have played Traditional Japanese Art, 8 new
Theyplan to have more originals
where he headed an Asian
together on nwnerous occasions Asian Studies course offered this
by Feb. 20. Rwnor has it that they
program.
semester only.
will even attempt changes by one last year. Scott Davis, who had and can trade off on instrwnents
Since that program was phased
been
playing
acwstic
guitar,
without
a
hair
of
discomfort
to
Visiting Professor IJoyd R.
of the most innovative
and
wt, CraighilI has been a visiting
dropped out and Keith turned either. This incipient band has CraighilI entered the room exrighteous guitarists of all times:
professor at several colleges and
pecting about 20 students to
heavy-duty.
about six pieces
together
Jim Hendrix,
universities including G'1OI'gia
In
naming
the
group,
Sim
depending
on
who
will
complete
partake
in
one
of
Conn's
small,
Pete Florey, who is also a
Soothern College, NYU, lind a
informal
upper-level
courses
on
remembered
back
to
earlier,
lbe
band
they
should
he
ready
to
cellist in the orchestra, is conJapanese University in Oska.
whicb it prides itself. The targe
parking
lot con- ~ a set in two weeks.
sidering another wild idea like lunchtime
Next year be plans to teach a
and
enthusiastic
turnout
did
not
versations
with
Keith
at
.Scar\Conn's
premier
funk
band,
fitting a cellist into their band's
course at Hampshire College.
dramatically surprise eraighilI.
sdaIe
High
when
they
talked
of
Overview,
is
working
with
swnd
The Traditional Japanese Art
making
Glitter
frem
Glaser
and
remains
of
last
semester.
He
attributed
it
to
the
"imThese dudes are getting
course covers Japanese art from
pressive"
Asian
Studies
program
Ritter.
Overview
originated
in
the
faIl
musically tighter everyday and
prehistoric times up to 1868. "The
and Art History department.
Presently the Glitter Band when Nick Allison (keyboard)
cannot keep themselves in the
chief advantage
they have"
On Tuesdays and Thursdays
includes Sim G~er,lead
guitar; . and John Bralley (sax) became
shadows too much longer. They
Craighill "",!ained "is that their
Keith Ritter, rythm guitar and acquainted and began composing lloyd Craighill commutes from
have unhounded confidence in
arts bave been preserved in a
occasional
woodwind; Steve songs.
Amherst wbere he teaches at
giving a first-rate, rip-roaring
hothouse atmosphere." Until the
McElheny, bass; Alan Trebat,
John was into older, big band Amherst College and UMass. In
high energy rock n' roll permiddle of the 19th century,
drums; and Sandy Rappaport SWIlling, jazz and Nick was into stating his goal for teaching at
fonnance by Feb. 20.
Japanese
culture
and art
and Mary Pomeroy, singers. funk. Funk has come to en- Conn College, CraighilI said "I
The coffeehouse sensation of
remained
isolated
from
the
last semester Diane Argyris, They play tunes by the Beatles, compass a combination d jazz would like to give people an inunaffected by the rest of the
Wings,
Loggins
and
Messina
and
and
rock
with
jazz
providing
the
sight
into
the
visual
arts·
of
singer, and Larry Batter, pianist
world
Glaser and Ritter. Their big catchy lines and rock supplying Japan, and to have them get a
have been spotted practicing
"There is a dichotomy between
sense of who the Japanese are
the
driving,
danceable
Japanese
native art and Chinese
and why lbey produce the arts
backgrwnd
art,
Craighill stressed.
Jim
Balletine
who was they do."
Japlllese art is fundlmentally
Japanese art is now CraighilI's
originally rock oriented but is
Bpddhist "It cannot be 00now diverging into jazz, lent his specialty and first love, but this
derstood exclusively of their
talents on bass to the band. was not always tbe case. At the
Deacon Etherington,
a rock lender age of three mOnths, he culture," be continued
,
......
r '
Just as Japanese art and
drummer, rounded off the groop.
moved to Anking, China where
,
L.
'
cultla'e are intertwined, CraighilI
Overview performed at two his p..-ents were missionaries.
stresses the close relationship
After the Japanese invasion in
coffee booses, on alkampus
between the Asian Studies lIld
party in Cro, for or five cocktail 1937, they moved to Shanghai and
,
-l
'
Art HislDry disciplines. He sees
,
'<
'
parties, and twice at Rudy's.
eventually out of China.
his course as a "logical and in:
'0
Perbaps
their
biggest
During World Will:II, CraighilI
!
(t\lJ,
tegrating bridlle d the gap
engag ernent was at tlie UConn 'used his knowledge of tbe
bar
where
they
were
:
flO
Japlllese language in an in- between tbe two fields."
"I have foond a better inI
\lJ,
wholeheartedly invited back for telligence program in Michigan,
formed grwp of students bere
this semester.
They had to there by passing combat duty.
I
3: ...... '
I
Dl
'
than a half OOzenother ptaces
decline due to Nick's departure
After the war, be received his
where I have taught I like
from
Conn
and
the
group.
theological
degree
ai
SwarthI
~
,
teaching in a place wbere there is
John Brolley continues to write more.
sougs and seeks a plD'e jazz
After the 1949 Chinese Com- !llChasolid background in As~"
band One possibility is a trio munist Revolution, China was Craighill concluded.
For anyone interested
in
consisting of Lex Richardson,
& J,
closed off to Americans, but
Jim, and himaelf. Thi.< band Craighill was very anxious to getting to know Mr. CraighilI, he
would be for self-satisfaction and retlD'n to Asia. In 1962,he and his plans to eat Tuesday and
ThursdaY Iooches in Freeman.
lDtaily ooconcemed with money wife and their four children
I
or popular appeal. Their em- mo~ed to Japan. 13 years later ••.•••••••••
.
J:
:L
~gC~
·00 1lONnd
phasis would be on spontaneous
Craighill decided to leave the
avant-garde jazz.
Episcopalian
ministry
and

Japanese Art
Drawn To Conn
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w.s bavlng for. p.-tY on I)cean Ave. To
~
keeping bDl)'. Moot of avoid traffic, i ~001 our new
tIlem just stood around and said -auad car. It was a blue Chevy
tbinga like, "Get <if lbe corner,
Nova, wilb a huge light on lop
Jomny."
lbat we got from a local bro!bel
Tbe S-ce was bored. Sure, be As I turned into the parking lot, s
had done well, but be lusted (only security guard directed me Into a
In hla mind) for more. Greater space nest to lbeir car. He was
survell1ance,
steeper
fines, holding a large circular stencil
higher quotas, but moot of al~ hla and a paint lrush.
"Tbe Source is wailing inside,
OIJJI-auad car. Tbe force used a
gaHK>g Buick wagon tbal only Detective. Ab, I'll have to bave
DIlII1e rillht turns as a mobile )'Ourpiece first. .44 magnwn, eh?
unit, but the Source himself, for I wonder bow thla would handle
!be m(lSt part, never left tile rubber bullets?"
tunnels. He longed for a real pig
12 midnight. I was still wonmachine, sort of 1ike Kojack's. dering about ibis guard when I
Tbia uneasiness was eating him entered
the building,
but
when tile radar panel lit up.
' discovered that, in fact, the whole
"Mobile Unit One here, Junior force had turned out, and were
Sergeants Benson and Tucker lined up at attention along the
reporting. (Junior referred to the winoows, blocking my view of lbe
Junior League, created to Involve parking lot. A short man wearing
students in Security training.) a Jump suit, leather boots and
We got a 301, possible 999."
carrying a swagger' stick came
"Roger, Unit One. Where are around from the far side of the
lbey parked?'"
counter. The members of his
Sector G, sir. They refuse to force clicked their heels and
move."
stiffened as he passed,
"Hold lbe suspects until I get
"Y,ou the detective
from

~

tbare."

policy,

Z
III

J-

III

"

C
CI.
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II.

security

u~"liI'e'
"'"'i;etlo .\In"
U'"'i:o,

Come ~:.

"cuG"""

OUT

"Maybe."
"Siddown, cbief." I straddled
tae stool at lbeend of the counter.
Our backs were to lbe rest of his
force, who remained rigid. I
signaled lbe waitress for a cup of
joe. She waited for his Dud before
mo"mg. He spoke first, in a rapid

mean, lite. we

The first call I got that morning
was from lbe Source. By the way,
my name Is Friday. I carry a
badge.

<

J

9:32 a.m. I had heard stories
abont Ibis guy before, and figured
him as a smoolb operator. I Imew
he didn't have mucb private life,
I81dit was romored tbal when he
wasn't in lbe tower or lbe tunnels,
be retired to a small room wilb
black shades over lbe windows,
and watched reruns of old
S.W.A.T. sbows. Although we
didn't have any records on him
(actually, lbe detective bureau is
located on lbe second floor oi the
New LonOOnBanana Co., and my
deS is two crates), my many
years oi sleutbmanabip clued me
that lbe S-ce
was sharper tban
your average.Joe Blow. His call
"as quite direct.
"Meet me at Dunkin Donuts at
midnight."
It turllcd oot thatl ended up on
the night shift, because all !be
real oHlleforce bIId ap1Il.earllar

disease,

AND

STANDS

FOR

TROUBlE!"
Thla line seemed to be lbe cue
for lbem to exit, and !bey did one

more verse as lbey filed out. I
had anolber cup of jack to try-to
settle my nerves before I left.
When I went out to my car, I
noticed
sometbing
rather
strange. It was gone. In its place
Will! a beat·up blue station wagon ..
Tbere was a ticket under the
windsbield wipers. It was for
fifteen bucks for havinll the
bumper outside the white line.
Tbere was a large b1ock·lettered
message stamped on the back of
the ticket. Thla is what it said:
"YOU HAVE A FRIEND IN
THE TOWER."

the p\.ct.ure. When regarding

mono\af.ue.

... rgeant. Tow the basterd." One 'cause I'm only gonna go through
of lbe passengers got out to lbis once. Chief. our fair city has
pro-'
been infecled with an evil
"But oIficer, I

"WITH A CAPITAL HT" AND

THAT RHYMES WITH FREE

r:ude body lying in the midst of a
parking
garage.
A more
reasonable photograph (at first
glance) was lbat of a flute perched on top of some sheets of
music which were strewn about

"G\a6 'YOU cow..4'lDaD it. cbief.
'\'OU~Y. 'Now UB\eD. uv .ad \\a\en good..

came all the way from north
C8\Dplll,yaknow? Imean. dn .....
know bow cold it is out? It's
FREEZ~NG
out!
ActuaJi~:
though, it has been warmer...
"Detective."
"Yes?"
"Give him an estra fifteen for
parking in a facuIty space, and
lock up that loon for disturbing
lbe peace."
Sentence
pronounced,
the
S-ce
quickly vanished, and
storted lbe long trek back to lbe
tower, tbinking more and more
about that squad car. He couldn't
keep up ibis appear and disappear act - who did he think he
was, Truman
Capote? Yet,
relying on the same sinister Intellect that built COLOSSUS, he
began to formulate a plan.

City! "

S'nap S coni.

oowntQwn?"

Tbis tod< considerable time,
because the tunnels didn't run'
- past Cummings.
Tbe source
emerged from a tree stump near
lbe Williams School, and stopped
at lbe edge of lbe parking lot. A
ted Fiat, alone in the center, was
bare~ turuin& over.

"RIGHT HERE IN DES
MOINES CITY!"
"Right bere in Des Moines

yes sir, an evil

disease

moft

c:are.lW1y

~ the

nut,e

it
ap-

peared to be llWIP"nded In air. \n

added bizarrity was lbe encroaching hand upon tbe scene.
which seemed as lbough it would
never reach the instrument.
The kind of uncanny un·
certainty and strangeness whicb
appears
in many
of tbe
pbotographs
is
obviously
reflective of individual tastes,
and in many ways, attitudes. In
sUrmising what I (as a nonartistic observer)
have seen,
perbaps ! can sugg~st lbat tbis
emilit is indicative of where lbe
students thoughts lie. Certaiiliy
we owe it to lbem to view their
expressions via lbe media of
ID°tography.

,and what is lbis evil which casts
,itsshadowoverour fair streets? I
say idleness yes idleness cbief
my boys ~ing
notbing' to
Notbing. And 00 )'OUknow what
lbis leads-to? I'll tell )'OUwhat it
leads to, it leads to trouble.
Trouble!
I SAY WE GOT
TROUBLE!"
~
By now the Source was stand·
in8 on lbe counter, and lbe rows
of guards became- a cborus.
"YEAH,
I SAY WE GOT
TROUBLE I"
"Yeah,
we got trouble!
(chorus)
-----------

do:
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frlusical ne.eJS ~ "'00.

Experience roll/sic.. fro,.., the ks+ .se./ection
of stereo e'vip ....en+ in ovr Sound Roo...,!
Choose. from our vast coUec.tio/l of albums
and tdJXS or spec.ial orde,.! See. T.\I. s
calc.v/afors 4IJtO stereos at LoW PRIC'ES
Shop downtown ~ visif ROBERT:S "'"

t

90

BANK

,ST.

-

NEW LDNDON

~

"U.S.
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
DIR eCTORY" How and where to
buy thousands of articles
at a
fraction of original cost including:

works; it works as well as any
clearly oligarchic pOlity works.
n's all in what )'Ou eXpect from
lbe system. Can you expect a
closed fraternity that the student
body had no band in elevating to
be responslble to tbal student
body, or to any member of it?
Can you upect a fractional
proportion of any community, a
homogeneous segment, may I
add, to be equitable in any real
sense In lbe selection of lbeir
successors? An)'One who bolds
power of any sort is most
responsive to whoever is lbe
source
of
that
power;
Hausefellows obviously don't owe
anything In lbat respect to their
fellow students.
It may be, in the long nul, that
the

present

system

of

Hausefellow selection will be
revealed
the
best
il"l'Ulainabletofor be
all concerned"

_~

after all, could the student body
betrustedtopickpeoplewholook
1JJOd.in aults?

jeeps, motorcycles.
scooters, ai",
craft, boats, musical instruments,
calculators,
typewriters,
clothing,
etc.
Send $1.50 Markscolor

Labs, BoX

570, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542.

Classifieds
Emblem & Badge, Inc. A.merica's
Largest Trophy Suppliers Is looking
for a representative
on campus CALL
401-331-5444 or write
for
details to E & B, Attn.: Bill Melzer,
859 N. Ma.in St., Pro v., R.1. 02940
R. Warren G Your botanical
children have been usurped pending
further notice. Possession is 9-105of
the law, but don't worry absence
makes the heart grow fonder. That,
however, only applies to botanical
children.
TEACHERS
WANTED
all levels
Foreign & Domestic Teachers
Box
1063. Vancouver, Wa. 98660
Trow-Oh, those beautiful green eyes,
smooth freckled skin, that cute
crooked nose- every time I see your
face, I want to sif on it.
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WHO KlllEDJ.F.K.
COULDIT HAVE BEEN L.B.J.?
by Joseph Andrew
Jackson Guest
SEND FOR THIS BOOK '" Price US $5.00 Per
Copy
send your check payable to the COlUMB
PUBLISHING COMPANY by AIR MAil (25
US
Postage each Half Oz.) to THE COlU~~~~
:UdB~'SHING COMPANY, Apartado Postal 5150 EI
o a ero: Santa Marta, Colombia, South Ame;ica
and we Will rush you your copy by return Air Mail.
The Author is
Engagements.

also

available

for
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Move Over Biff and Happy

Crow And Tuna Pick K.B.,Quad
by Eagle Crow
and01arleyTuna.
In the words,of Barry ''Oldies''
Gross, "Let splay
ba-a ...asketban."
Judge
Pickel
Mountain Price bas gotten this
year's schedule ..off
ground
(something AI Sky GoodwIn
can hardly. do). Seventeen teams
are preparing to battle tbrough a
twelve g":"!e ;""ason, With. the
league divided into two diVISI~.
In ~he Harry J;'aI~ Memorasl
DiVISIonare Mornsson, LambdID-Lazrus.. Mar~han,WrlghtPark, Hamilton-Windham, Quad
Il, K.B. I, Burdi~k I, Larrabee,
and Faculty; whileu,1 the Paul
Lantz M.B.A. DIVISIon are.
Freeman, ~kne .. , Quad ~,
K.B. Il, Burdick Il, J.A., Ahmmi,
and Off-Gampus.
Superscout Jay Krasner has
been frequenting Cro, and this
p-e-&!ason report IS based on his
expert analysis.
K.B. bas been booked as a 2 to 5
favorite to repeat as Pallen
Divisio~ ~am~, by ~m OTB.
Led by BIg Red Litwm and Ted
Von GIaIm, K.B. should prove to
be bard to handle IlIIder the
boards. Jeff Lonstein, Paul
Greely, and Sco~ M~ser are
expected to prOVide firepower.
Marshall·Wright-Park,
the
"West Sid~ Sturyt is basic~
last season s BurdIck team whIch
went to the fmals and was
literally run out of the gym by
Bellotti, Perry & Co. Take T.
"Little Richard" Bell. Marc.
Offenhartz, Steve Litwin, Glen

!!'"
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and
. this
Mom$SOll are the sleepers ID

less.time-<:onsuming world 01
intramural ball. Mallison will
play for Hamilton.Windham,
while Sado will add height to an
already
towering
Harkness
forecourt.

This Week in Dorm Basketball
Thursday, 10:00p.m. Complex West vs. Larrabee
Saturday: 1:30 p.m. Morrisson vs. K.B.!.; 3:00
p.m. Quad I vs. K.B. II; 4:30 p.m. HamiltonWindham vs. Burdick I
Sunday: 1:00 p.m. Freeman vs. Burdick II; 2:30
p.m. Alumni vs. Off-Camps; 4:00 p.m. LambdinLazrus vs. Faclty; 7:00 p.m. Quad II vs. Larrabee;
8:30 p.m. Complex West vs. Harkness; 10:00 p.m.
Morrison vs. J.";.
Monday: 8:30"p.m. Hamilton-Windham ys. K.B.
1(; 10:00p.m. K.B. vs. Quad I
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~
WORKBENCH ~
AVE., N;L.

Lambdin.Lazrus

II Ethan Wolfe, wbo bas a line
...... e and a good backband but
couJd possibly be in tbe wro .. net
IpOrt.
Mark Warren leads a gang of
Ex-COnns on the Alumni team.
This gronp features many of the
faces you bave grown to love ov...
the years, such as "Downtoll'n,"
Dim Micbaels, late. al .Mr. D s
New York Style Deli. Dim once
scored
30 points
against
U.C.L.A., or so be told us.
The
Off-Campus
te~m:of
showcases everybody's lavonte
Richie Glanz, as well as Jim
Feinberg, Saul Rubin, John Katz,
and Jim ~ettSince
he,mg
seen practicmg Without shirts
they have been named the ''Four
Skins Plus One.".
,~
K.B. n and BurdIck n don t
Jl!ay. each other and so this
divwon boasts two teams with
the potential of equa1ling Tampa
Bay'a perfect record.
So in the immortal words of the
groaning Barry "Even Older"
Gross, "Let's play basketball."

D

AMPS
TAPE DECKS
'fURNTABLES
•All Brande Serviced·

214 MONTAUK

him.

division. The former are ~
and "Roots" Green and _
aplaymlrerandPickelhardlyfils
carefully groomed Freshmen,
the hill. The boardwork al this
this is a club thirsting for victAx'y
outfit sbould be adequate with in what will be the Last Hurrah
Mitcb Pine Danny Hirs"";' and
for many 01 them.
Ted RifI<h, pulling down' the
Freeman, still led by Golden
caroms.
Boy Parment ... bas tasted vI~
Morrisson with Bill McCauley,
tAx'yonce before this year and IS
Mark Fiskio, and Buckwheat bas gwI11ing for anotb..- title. And
herely recov .... d from the eflects
gun they will. Led by Tom Deedy'
rJ. the Sup..- Bowl, but they could twl>-time winn ... of the William
gel by midaeason.
Caney Award for the most
The Quad, which is shooting trigll"r-happy gun on campus,
their load with their first team,
Freeman will probably spill more
bas lelllittle bit scraps for Quad blood than Gary Gilmore. Dave
n. Larrabee and Burdick I have
Gosnell and Gerry Morrin as The
no load to shoot. Don Formey
Beaver are expected to be 1lII·
were are you? Memphis?
caged 15 minutes before each
TbePaulLaDtzM.B.A.D1visloo
game, ba~
spent the entire
Don "Hollinger"
Capel in,
week being fednotbinghut lread,
fonnerlyof That Girl, thrusts his
water, and freshmen women. One
way into an already star-studded
can only guess wbat will happen
Quad I line-up, that features John
when Capelin meets the Beav...
Perry,
Eric Kapnick,
Milt!
on March 28.
TYodaIl, Dave Fiderer, and Dave
J .A. and Alumni are espected
Scboenberger. Jimmy the Glick
to battle for the final play-off
makes this club an even money
berth. J.A. is paced by the Mad
bel to take the Lantz Division
(;ator who has slithered south for
Crown. Senor Glook e"PeCtsthewinter.
A1sohelping the cause
the Quad to gel alf to a fast start
due to its varied
attack
Two donn basketba1l teams
"spearheaded"
by "H.P."
made last minute acquiaitions
Capelin.
before the start of the season last
Hoping to contend for top
night. They are Dan Mallison and
league honors will be the veteran
Jeff Sado, two players who
squad from Harkness.
The
removed themselves from the
starters here bave over 12 years
.Camel varsity. rost ... to opt for
experience between them and
bave tasted ultimate victory
before (O.K. Swordsman?). Led
by G. Knopner,
"Scotch"
Greenland,
liThe Mayor"
Krevolin, ''Two Sl1Iles" Goodwln,

This Week In Sports
Men's Basketball: Friday, Manhattanville, 7:30;
Tuesday, at Barrington, 6:00.
Sub-Varsity: Thursday, at St. Thomas More, 7:00
Tuesday: at Barrington, 6:00.
Women's Basketball: Thursday, Wesleyan, 7:00.
Tuesday, U. Bridgeport, 6:00.
Gymnastics: Saturday, at Keene State, 1:00,
Wedneday, Rhode Island College, 7:00.
Hockey: Thursday, Quinnipiac, 4:00 at E.
Greenwich, R.1.

•
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White, add Tony Harris and you
have-a teem with a great deal cf
potential, and potential dissent.
Harris a member 01 last year's
ciuuJlpionsrup team is the front
nmne.. for this year's Boerwinkle-Finkel
Award as the
player
most hampered
by
gravity.
Faculty
and
HamiltonWindham shou1d round out the
playoff picture in this division.
"Hot Rod" Hampton, Steve
Brunetti, and Antbro fr ee-a gent
Dave Murray should provide the
nucleus for a solid club. The
supporting cast includes _"Hot
Dog"HowieWelner,HaroldJuIi,
Walter Brady, and "Chalk"
Zinunerman. Brady is a tlree
time winner of the Conrad Dobler
award and has been sharpening
his elbows in an effort to repeat.
When the boys over at Win.
dham heard of their merger with
Hamilton and Lionel "Train"
Catlin, they Ulerally were busting
down the doors in their baste to
get to Cro and work out. All
practices
have been behind
closed doors and we bave been
llIIable to find out very much
about this team. However, it is
known that Jordan Trachtenberg
will be doing the coaching. Last
year the "Wizard of Williams
St....rt" took a band of misfits all
the way to the finals before
realizing no one was listening to

~

LOWEST possible
LOWEST possible
LOWEST possible
HIGHEST possible

air fares
rail fares
accommodation
commissions!

o
1;

..
'"
rates

to EUROPE
Call toll free (8001 225-4580,

Or write. HQl IDAIR
1505 Commonwealt"

STUDENT
TOURS
Ave,Bos10n,MA
02135

A'k foo Dom Me","'

ECAC Division III All-Star
Levy throws

1,

'·wo of his game high 20 points

against New Jersey Tech
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Off The Wall

Thanks Coach

•

Lay-off Strengthens Hoopsters

by Alan Goodwin
I would like to take this opportunity, in this my first
editorial, to compliment Athletic Director Charles Luce,
by AJanGoodwln
a man who has the respect and admiration of every
What happens when an 0-4
"jock" on campus. Mr. Luce has accomplished a rare basketball team gets thirty days
1&1
thing. He has taken on a position of authority and has <i rest, relaxation and beer, and
e beenassigned a seemingly impossible task. He has done doeso't have to play ball during
-e
that time? If the team is the
IL
much more than anyone had asked or even expected of Conn. College Camels, they
him. He has made many friends, and his enemies can be improve one-h undred percent
counted on one hand. And he has only been here for two and win three straight games.
Not only has their team play
and one haIf years.
improved, but individual players
In each of his two positions, one as Athletic Director seemed to have fiually found
and the other as coach of the men's Varsity BasketbaII their games as well Jeff Simpson
Team, Luce has exhibited a great deal of class and located his jumpshot over ~the
ability. Although being naturally partial to his own vacation about a balf a mile east
sport, he has acted with compassion and understanding a! Harkness Beach and says it's
good to have it back. Dan Levy
in his administrative decisions dealing with other team spent
his vacation on the indoor
sports and with the Phys. Ed. Department in general. As track circuit and as a result can
far as the individual athlete is concerned, Mr. Luce's now outrun Houston McTear in a
door is always open, and he is more than willing to listen full court sprint. (Dribbling a
to what people have to say. In this bureaucratic society hasketbaiLl Ted "Cat" Cotjanie
and Andy Ii.,wson lost no ability
we live in, it's-nice to know that someone in a position of
certainly, and the jay-off seemed
aut"'ity
will listen to the individual, and will go out of to have improved their plaYr
his way to help with a problem.
But the key factor in this y~ar's
In his role as a coach, the facts speak..for themselves. camels is the new-found Conncenter
Five or six years a'go, the men's basketball team fidence of Freshman
Charles Jones. Charlie, rumor
travelled by. car, -six-pack in hand, to places like
has it, practiced
with, the
Mohegan Community College, Avery Point, and Un. Cavaliers in his hometown of
casvilleAerotech. It was a very social situation, but a Cleveland during the break,
poor imitation of college basketball. In this, Coach Where heoutplayedsuch NBA big
Luce's third year at Connecticut, the Camels are playing
LATE BOX SCORE
a legitimate Division III schedule, and are the home
CONNECtICUT
FG FT Pls.
team for the very successful annual Whaler City InSimpson
4
0
8
vitational \ournament which now attracts some of the
Levy
6113
t\nest Oiv\s\on \\1 teams \n New England.
Jones
3
3
8
""Me \acts. \he '76·'77 camels \en tor vacation \n

December carrying the burden of a 0·4 record. Since
their return -they have soundly trounced Salve Regina,
Vassar, and a strong New Jersey Institute of Technology
team. Working with a limited amount of talent, Coach
Luce has created a disciplined, hustling team which
exhibits good basketball sense and possessesa defense
of which Bobby Knight would be envious. (Who would
have thought, back in the Days of Dlno, that this could
have been done?) He has inspired players to seemingly
play beyond their own ability, surprising everyone,
perhaps, but themselves. He may yet prove my preseason prediction wrong; that is, that the Camels just
don't have enough talent to compete in ·this year's
ambitious new schedule.
What more can be asked of this man, who cares about
his job and about the people he deals with? More people
like him should be placed on the college payroll, for the
good of the entire community.

Rawson'
Co~..ue
Kozenchak
Kenny
Canalli
Tripps
Hutton
TOTALS:

3

7

3

1
0
2
1

8
2
7

0
0
0
23

0
0
0
7

0
0
0
53

4

a

EASTERN CONN. STATE
FG FT Pts.
Maher
6
I'
13
Canady
5
3
13
Spencer
1
0
2
Martin
6
2
14
Bailey
5 'I
11
Selauka
1
1 - 3
Botsford
0
1 -1
Ladd
022
Jones
1
0
2
Howard,
I
0
2
TOTALS:
26 11 &3 ~
Halftime Score: 28-28
~
n,

Swimmers Looking Good
(Literally) For '77 Season
Education Department has been
able to hire a coach, Mrs. Looise
Under
her
enincreased in size this year and is Heidtman.
growing in strength and en- thusiastic direction, the women
thusiasm. Returning from last practice every Monday through
year are Lesley Campbell '79, Friday, from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m.,
and Sunday from 7:00 to 8:30
Ginny Clarkson
'79, Kathy
Dickson '77, Alison Holland '79, p.m., and the members are
Martha Muyskens '71 and lAslie quickly shaping up.
Two men have been working
Whitcomb '77.
New members
are Lynn out with the women and more are
Cooper '80, Moira Griffin '77, welcome. In fact, Mrs. Heidtman
is trying to organize a men's
Nancy Masison '79, Debbie
Staslewski '79, Cathy Wrigley '80, swim club. (Any men interested
in this and any women interested
and Cindy Yanek '80.
Several improvements
OVer in joining the team or in driving
last year have been made. New are asked to come to practice and
to talk to members of the team
lane lines that reduce turbulence
have been added and the teem and with Mrs. Heidtnum).
There is still time before. ',(lUr
has dashing wann ups.
first meet to get in shape.
Besl of all, the Physical
Tae first IntereoUelliate meet
By Kathy Dickson
The women's swim team has

\

men as Jim Chones and Nate
first Lime in his college career,
Thurmond Starting Jones at
hit double figures (5 for 6 from
center enables the "Cat" to the floor for 10 points),
switch to forward, a position
Saturday afternoon. a strong
more aptly suited to his style of New Jersey
InstItute.
of
play.
Technology team.p,:",ped on in to
Last Wednesday night, in the the. Crozier·Wllhams
Gymfirst game of Conn's "second
nasium, coming off a tough loss
season," a Salve Regina team
to the Coast Guard Academy the
rolled into New London nunus Its night before. However,
the
high.scoring
guard, Berrlard
camels proved lust as tough for
Redfield. Redfield had be en Tech. The One-Humpers played
averaging over 35 points ; per
what has to rank as one a! the
game this season, and threw I!' 40 finest basketball games ever
against the Camels last year ,m a seen
at
Conn.
College.
losing effort.
.'
Throughout,
they showed a
After falling behind early m. the
rna:stery a! the back door, a play
game, Connecticut's tenacious
which repeatedly opened players
defense and fast-break scoring
underneath for easy lay-ups.
were just too much to handle for
Meanwhile, their zone defense
the Bernard-less Salve Regina
was so awesome that it drew ,a
squad and they tooled back to deafening round 01 applause from
NewPC;rt a loser,' 8\-03. High the characteristically
apathetic
scorer for the Camels was, you home crowd on three separate
guessed it, Charles Jones, with 23 . occasions .. The result a! this
points, followed by Dan Levy
exciting performance
by the
with 21points and a gold medal in Horses of the Desert was a 6il-57
the 4o-yard dash.
victory for Connecticut. Dan
Friday night saw the Big Pink
Levy tossed in his quota of threeof Vassar, and another Camei
footers, and tallied ~ game high
victory, 68-47.Levy led Conn with
20 points. Cat Cotjanie added 16.
14, Jones contributed 11, and cocaptain. DelroY Tripps, for the

will be held at the. pool at 7: 00
p.m. on Wednesday, November 3,
against Babsen College. Several
scrimmages will also be held:
against New London YMCA
October 21, home, 7: 00 p.rn., and
against Windham High School,
October 'lI, away, 7:00 p.m.
A co-ed meet with Fairfield
University's
team ·has been
scheduled for October 29. Any
men Interested in participating in
this meet are welcome to come,
and should contact Mrs. Heidtman at the pool or Mrs. Toni
Wagner
in
the
Physical
Education office, ext. 205, box
1305 as soon as possible.
People wllIing to help out
timing and judging for our home
meets are .needed and are asked
to contact Mrs. Wagner.

Just before going to press, the Pundit has been 'informed that Sophomore guard Dan Levy of the Conn
CollegeCamels has beennamed to the ECACDivision III
Honor Roll.for the week ending January 29. The Honor
Roll is composed of players from all over the eastern
part of the country who play in Division III basketball.
Levy achieved this recognition by scoring 55 points in
the past week. The Camels went 3-0 in that time, and
raised their record to 3-4. Congratulations, Dan.

Eagle Cpow and Charley
TunaPreview Dorm Hoops
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